Glory, good Monday morning--

Let's start the week by thinking big. I've decided to sigh deep and do booksignings in Bozeman and Jackson, Wyoming, out of my own bank account on our Sept. trip through that territory. So with that resolved, would you please set up the events with the pair of stores according to this schedule:

Sept. 15, reading/signing at Country Bookshelf, Bozeman MT, 5:30 PM. I've talked with Ariana, the owner, about this on a tentative basis, and now we can confirm.

Sept. 17, signing at Valley Bookstore, Jackson WY, 11:30 AM. I have not been in touch with these store owners, Steve and Anne Ashley--miraculously, the same hallowed couple who were running the excellent store when I did a couple of signings there a lot of years ago--and if they want to adjust the roughly noonhour time, have them phone me direct, please, to negotiate.

There. Do I get on some kind of Penguin honor roll for service beyond the call of duty?

One more tour topic, the Portland trip for the Willamette Writers blowout: Carol and I have arranged airport pickup etc. at the Portland end with them, but just checking, can you cover ground transportation for us to and from the Seattle airport?

By the way, and not so coincidentally, the Portland couple who are picking us up at that airport are coming this afternoon to video an interview with me for their "The Authors Road" series, which they have corralled Tom Robbins, Jim Harrison, Pam Houston, George R.R. Martin and who knows how many others into.

Plugging away, yours truly,
Ivan
Welcome to the Valley Bookstore

We are your classic Mom & Pop independent bookstore (plus a few outstanding, amazing, select employees who have been with us for years and years) and for the last 45 years we have supplied the literary needs of Jackson Hole. We like to think of ourselves as a general bookstore but we have our specialties. Anne & I both grew up in Jackson and we know its history and literature well. Needless to say we have strong regional and natural history sections along with the prerequisite field guides trail guides, and sections on hunting and fishing. We have out of print and rare books about Yellowstone & Jackson Hole, great kids books, an excellent fiction section, etc. etc. Bottom line, we can help you find the books you want. Books can be shipped directly to your home, or can be picked up at the bookstore. We offer rare and out-of-print book searches, ship worldwide, and have free gift wrap. Call us at 307-733-4533 or email us at info@valleybookstore.com with questions or orders.

If you need to get a hold of me (Steve Ashley) my email is sashley@wyoming.com

Steve & Anne Ashley

A 1916 advertisement for a Wyoming woman librarian says, “Must be able to get along with Western people, ride and drive, as well as pack a horse, follow a trail, shoot straight, run an automobile, and be able to rough it whenever necessary!” That spirit is still out there. Meet a group of today’s Wyoming women and girls. As diverse as they are distinct. 13 vibrant stories from the heart of Wyoming.

56 minute DVD documentary. Produced by The Equipoise Fund in association with Craighead Environmental Research Institute.

Filmmakers: Bonnie Kreps, Charlie Craighead and Leigh Reagan. $16.00 + shipping
Hi Ivan - Not a problem! Best contact is Steve Ashley, 307-733-4533 at the store or sashley@wyoming.com.

Best,

Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, September 08, 2014 6:18 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: Valley Bookstore, Jackson

Hi, Glory. I'd like to check a couple of things with the Jackson bookstore folks and can't lay my hands on the contact information there. Could you please send again? No need to have this today -- go home if you haven't.

Thanks,
Ivan
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15th – BOZEMAN, MT

5:00 PM Arrival
5:30 PM Reading/Signing

COUNTRY BOOKSHELF
28 West Main, Bozeman, MT 59715
Contact: Ariana Paliobagis, 406-587-0166

Riverhead Books contact:
Glory Anne Plata
212-366-2575 (office) / 917-723-6586 (cell)

SWEET THUNDER
IVAN DOIG
206-542-6658 (Home)
206-200-4143 (Cell)
Penguin Random House 24-Hour Travel #:
888-233-4001
Code: 4JUC
THURSDAY, AUGUST 26th – KIRKLAND, WA

6:45 PM Arrival
7:00 PM Event
In-store book club

PARKPLACE BOOKS
348 Parkplace Ctr., Kirkland, WA 98003
Contact: Rebecca Willow, 425-828-6546
Good morning, Carol! As promised:

THURSDAY, AUGUST 14th – SEATTLE

5:00 PM PICKUP – A Music Express car (Tel: 212-736-5405 / Confirmation # 723520) will pick you up at this time to pick you up from the bookstore. The car will wait for you outside to bring you back home at the end of the event.

7:00 PM Event
Talk/Q&A/Signing

ELLIOOTT BAY BOOK COMPANY
1521 10th Ave, Seattle, WA 98122
Contact: Karen Maeda Allman, 206-624-6600 x 115

Glory

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:ccdooig@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 5:52 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: Elliott Bay sked

Greetings, Glory. I've just looked at the Elliott Bay arrangements, and we'd be better off with a 5 p.m. pickup, given that we want to eat down there (to ensure that we don't get caught in one of the monumental traffic jams for which Seattle has become infamous). Please make that tweak, if possible.

We were much impressed with Queen Anne Books. Jan and Wendy, co-owners, are running a heads-up operation in one of the more affluent and densely populated parts of the city.

Cheers,
Carol
THURSDAY, AUGUST 14th – SEATTLE

CAR TO/FROM EVENT TK 5:45 PM 723520

6:45 PM Arrival
7:00 PM Event
Talk/Q&A/Signing

ELLIOTT BAY BOOK COMPANY
1521 10th Ave, Seattle, WA 98122
Contact: Karen Maeda Allman, 206-624-6600 x 115
THURSDAY, AUGUST 21st – SEATTLE

6:45 PM Arrival
7:00 PM Event Signing

THIRD PLACE BOOKS
6504 20th Ave. NE, Seattle, WA 98115
Contact: Wendy Manning, 215-898-9437
TUESDAY, AUGUST 5th — SEATTLE

6:45 PM Arrival
7:00 PM Event
Talk/Q&A/Signing

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
4326 University Way NE, Seattle, WA 98105
Contact: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443 DIRECT
From: carol doig <cddoig@comcast.net>
Subject: Sunday plug
Date: August 4, 2014 4:21:55 PM PDT
To: mgwinn@seattletimes.com

Mary Ann, hi and thanks great gobs for the attention in your Sunday column. The Willamette Writers event went fine, I
shared the spotlight with Diana Gabaldon, riding high with her Outlanders series coming onto TV. Willamette Writers is a
lot like the PNW Writers Conference, maybe with the difference that it's where Jean Auel once was picked from the herd by
some agent or editor and Clan of the Cave Bear resulted. Tons of workshops, and something like 27 agents in attendance.
Made me kind of glad I'm in the Lifetime category instead of starting out. Anyway, that's that, and tomorrow night is the
launch of the Sweet Thunder paperback at the old home ship, the U Book Store, so away Carol and I go on the (mini)tour for
the next few weeks. We're looking forward to taking it out of town in mid-Sept., to Bozeman and Jackson WY in
conjunction with a Yellowstone trip we have planned. So it goes, as some other writer said. Hop0e you're summering OK.
Damn, it's hot for us Puget Sound sissies.

Best,
Ivan
Hi Ivan,

Danielle Palmer Friedman, a reporter for the UW Daily, will be calling you at 3pm today to interview you for a story that will go on the Daily's website later this week. They will also print the story in next Wednesday's paper - along with photos of your event.

I'm forwarding you the email thread so you can see what I've given her by way of background.

Please let me know if you have questions.

Best regards,
Laura

Laura Follis  
Public Relations Lead  
University Book Store  
laura.follis@ubookstore.com  
206.545.4359  
ubookstore.com

----- Forwarded message from Laura Follis <laura.follis@ubookstore.com> ----- 

Date: Tue, 29 Jul 2014 08:18:04 -0700  
From: Laura Follis <laura.follis@ubookstore.com>  
Reply-To: Laura Follis <laura.follis@ubookstore.com>  
Subject: Fwd: Re: Ivan Doig  
To: Glory.Plata@us.penguin.com

Danielle says she will want to call him "sometime around 3" - these students are so laid back! And look at her email address....

Below is the information I sent her to prepare.

Laura

Laura Follis  
Public Relations Lead  
University Book Store  
laura.follis@ubookstore.com  
206.545.4359  
ubookstore.com

----- Forwarded message from Laura Follis <laura.follis@ubookstore.com> ----- 

Date: Tue, 29 Jul 2014 07:51:54 -0700
Hi Carol--

Ivan here, having fielded a checking phone call earlier from Steve, which I appreciated if not the server problem in the first place. In any case, thanks for persevering, go live with it and let us know what we owe you.

Best,
Ivan

On Jul 15, 2014, at 11:10 AM, Carol Solle wrote:

Hi Carol,
Stephen Steck got back to me with the new password so I was able to upload:

Shall it go live?
Cheers,
Carol

From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 2:48 PM
To: carol solle
Subject: Fwd: Paperback events for your website

Hi, Carol. The paperback of Sweet Thunder is coming soon, so here are a few alterations for the website. Please post them as soon as you can.


Ivan's bookstore schedule should come next, followed by the trailer and reviews.

Delete The Bartender's Tale.

Thanks, as always.
Carol

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Plata, Glory" <Glory.Plata@us.penguin.com>
Date: June 9, 2014 8:24:03 AM PDT
To: "carol doig (cddoig@comcast.net)" <cddoig@comcast.net>
Cc: "Ranck, Darren E" <Darren.Ranck@us.penguingroup.com>
Subject: Paperback events for your website
Mary Ann, hi—Oops, missed your message yesterday, I hope this isn't too late for your purpose. Yes, I am at Parkplace on Aug. 26. Thanks for pursuing.

Ivan

On Jul 25, 2014, at 5:09 PM, Mary Ann Gwinn wrote:

Hi Ivan, a quick question: are you appearing Aug. 26 at Parkplace Books in Kirkland for "Sweet Thunder" in paperback?

I got a list of your appearances, but the bookstore doesn't have that one up on its website yet.

Thx, Mary Ann

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig <cddoig@comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 4:48 PM
To: Mary Ann Gwinn
Subject: Doig conquers Oregon!

Mary Ann, hi, Ivan here, tooting my own horn for once because nobody else involved has the pucker power, evidently. I am thrilled silly at an honor that has found its way north of the Columbia, the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Willamette Writers, self-described as "one of the oldest (founded 1965) and largest (1,600 members) writers' groups west of the Mississippi." What got into them to look in this direction when in the past they've given this to true Webfoots like Beverly Cleary, Bill Stafford, Ursula Le Guin and Barry Lopez, I don't know, but I'll sure take it. Carol and I are off to Portland on Aug. 2 for the awards banquet; if this is any column fodder for you, a contact in the group would be its president, Jenny Schrader, prez@willamettewriters.com.

Hope you're summering well. I like your new Sunday page gig. Do you?

Best,
Ivan
SUNDAY, AUGUST 9th – SEATTLE

12:45 PM Arrival
1:00 PM Event
Signing

QUEEN ANNE BOOK COMPANY
1811 Queen Anne Ave. N., Seattle, WA 98109
Contact: Janis Segress, 206-283-5624
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2nd – PORTLAND

8:45 AM—A Music Express car (Tel: 212-736-5405 / Confirmation #: 723517) will pick you up at your home at this time to take you to the airport.

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2051
11:00 AM Depart SEA
11:50 AM Arrive PDX
E-ticket Locator# Ivan: 0277458797014
Reservation Code Ivan: IOAGUK
E-ticket Locator# Carol: 0277458797015
Reservation Code Carol: GGTAZB

NOTE: Salli Slaughter and George Mason (tel#: 503-310-1290) will drive you around Portland throughout your stay.

HOTEL: DOUBLETREE BY HILTON
1000 NE Multnomah St., Portland, OR 97232
Phone #: 503-281-6111
Confirmation #: 84430852
1 night stay

6:30 PM WILLAMETTE WRITERS AWARDS GALA
Contacts: Salli Slaughter, 503-310-1290
Jenny Schrader, 503-305-6729

You are being awarded the Lifetime Achievement Award at this gala, which will take place within The DoubleTree Hotel. Please plan to speak for 5-10 minute when you accept the award. A signing will take place afterward.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 3rd—TRAVEL DAY

PICK UP B4M—get boarding passes

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2172
9:30 AM Depart PDX
10:20 AM Arrive SEA
E-ticket Locator# Ivan: 0277458797014
Reservation Code Ivan: IOAGUK
E-ticket Locator# Carol: 0277458797015
Reservation Code Carol: GGTAZB

NOTE: A Music Express driver (Tel: 212-736-5405 / Confirmation #: 724251) will meet you in baggage claim with a sign to drive you back home.
Hi Ivan and Carol – Happy (muggy) Friday! I touched base with the Willamette folks yesterday to see if they needed anything else from the Riverhead mother ship, but of course they are all set from top to bottom for your visit. Below once again is your travel itinerary for the weekend. If you run into any travel issues, feel free to call the Penguin Random House travel desk. Their phone number (888-233-4001) and access code (4JUC) is pasted to the top of your schedule. Or you can always call me on my cell phone (917-723-6586) and I can smooth things out for you.

Have a wonderful time, and enjoy your big win!

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Hello, Ivan and Carol,

Stellman and I would be delighted -- and honored -- to join you for lunch on August 9. I was planning to drop in on your reading anyway, so this will make it official. We have a couple of favorite places in the 'hood including the very basic and serviceable Queen Anne Café that serves everything from breakfast items to sandwiches of all kinds and then some. It is two blocks from QA Book Co. on the same side of the street (@ 2121 Queen Anne Ave N, Seattle, WA 98109). Shall we meet you at the restaurant at the appointed time?

Happy belated birthday to Carol - I hope the burgers were delish!

See you soon,
Patricia

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, July 24, 2014 3:49 PM
To: Patricia Britton
Subject: Re: fishing competition - not a fish story!

Patricia, hi--

Yes indeed, our Montana anglers showed them North Dakotans how to catch fish, didn't they. I'm sure there must be a North Dakota joke involving walleyes, but I don't know it offhand.

Guess what diligent booksigning author is coming to your very own Hill, at Queen Anne Book Co., Sat., Aug 9. If you and Stellman aren't off to some far end of the world, can we invite you to lunch, 11:30 ahead of the 1 PM signing, right there in your own 'hood? Doesn't need to be fancy or extensive, lunch preferred over brunch but we've been known to eat no matter what the meal is called; soup, salad, sandwiches, something similar as long as it's a place you like would be good, OK? Hope you can make it.

Gotta run. It's Carol's birthday, and cooking fiend friends on Capitol Hill are doing hamburgers (no doubt NY Times dining section style) to celebrate.

All best,
Ivan
From: carol doig <cddoig@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: fishing competition - not a fish story!
Date: July 24, 2014 3:45:17 PM PDT
To: Patricia Britton <patricia@book-it.org>

Patricia, hi--

Yes indeed, our Montana anglers showed them North Dakotans how to catch fish, didn’t they. I’m sure there must be a North Dakota joke involving walleyes, but I don’t know it offhand.

Guess what diligent book-signing author is coming to your very own Hill, at Queen Anne Book Co., Sat., Aug 9. If you and Stellman aren’t off to some far end of the world, can we invite you to lunch, 11:30 ahead of the 1 PM signing, right there in your own ‘hood? Doesn’t need to be fancy or extensive, lunch preferred over brunch but we’ve been known to eat no matter what the meal is called; soup, salad, sandwiches, something similar as long as it’s a place you like would be good, OK? Hope you can make it.

Gotta run. It’s Carol’s birthday, and cooking fiend friends on Capitol Hill are doing hamburgers (no doubt NY Times dining section style) to celebrate.

All best,
Ivan

---

On Jul 21, 2014, at 11:14 AM, Patricia Britton wrote:

Hello you two,
I thought of The Bartender’s Tale when I saw this headline in the Great Falls Tribune: Montana Team Wins North Dakota Walleye Tournament

I hope your summer is going well – it’s certainly been glorious weather…

Xoxo
Patricia

Patricia Britton
Director of Marketing & Communications

-----------------------------
Book-It Repertory Theatre
"Literature, meet Theatre."
206.216.0877, ext 10 | www.book-it.org
Hi, Glory. Glad you had a taste of Seattle, even secondhand. We're gratified that your folks liked our city, but please tell 'em not to move here. The traffic's terrible!

To business. Please schedule the Jackson Hole interview for 10 a.m. Seattle time this Friday, the 5th. If that won't work, we can consider something early in the afternoon.

We'll get it done!

Ivan

On Sep 2, 2014, at 1:08 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan – I hope you had a nice holiday weekend! My parents did one of those Alaskan cruises last week and were able to spend some time in Seattle on their way back to Los Angeles. They loved it, and they of course sent me a few snapshots of Pike Place, Space Needle and the rest, just to make me jealous.

Anyhow, I received a note from the Jackson Hole News&Guide that they'd like a reporter to interview you for a feature that will promote your Valley Bookstore signing. Are you free sometime this Thursday or Friday to chat with them by phone for 15-20 minutes? Let me know what works for you and I'll set it up.

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Hi Ivan - Wonderful to hear about ParkPlace! And duly noted regarding the other stores, specifically UBookstore. They visited the Riverhead offices earlier this year and lobbied hard to be the first to host you for the paperback tour (citing that publishers tend to give Elliott Bay first dibs for launch events) and since your hardcover events have always done well there I figured we'd give them a go. But lesson learned! Better to stick with them for hardcover matters for the most part going forward.

G

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2014 9:41 AM
To: Plata, Glory
Cc: Saletan, Rebecca; Koufopoulos, Michelle M
Subject: Puget Sound Tunder finale

Glory, hi—Successful event last night at ever-valiant, ever-nose-above-water ParkPlace Books, independent mainstay in Seattle's eastside Microsoftian suburbs. Crowd of 40, again a sort of support group of longtime readers of my stuff, and decent sales in the signing line. ParkPlace is a store that loyally sells through on my books and hosts a lot of readers groups, so they are worthy of support.

Carol wondered how I'd rank the events we did for the Thunder paperback, and surprisingly we agreed the Queen Anne event, a store unknown to us, was the best, a good long signing with neighborhood customers supporting their reborn bookstore.

And both Third Place and Elliott Bay reliably turned out sizable crowds and had lots of stock to sign up.

Surprisingly again, much the lowest turnout was at the stalwart University Book Store (which had mucho stock to sign and will sell through just fine, we don't have to worry about that) which had relied heavily (entirely, it looked like to us) on social media to bring people in. It didn't pull 'em away from mellow Seattle evening weather, we conclude. We've always done well (standing room only, reliably) with hardback events at the U Book Store, when it does some advertising and in-store pushing, and I think we have to be watchful that it does that again, along with whatever can be produced (not proven this time) by social media.

All for now. Happy Labor Day weekend, everyone.
Ivan
From: "Saletan, Rebecca" <rsaletan@penguinrandomhouse.com>
Subject: Re: Puget Sound Thunder finale
Date: August 27, 2014 6:50:44 AM PDT
To: carol doig <cddoig@comcast.net>
Cc: "Plata, Glory" <gplata@penguinrandomhouse.com>, "Koufopoulos, Michelle M"
    <mkoufopoulos@penguinrandomhouse.com>

Same crack atcha, Ivan. Thanks for your stalwart efforts for the book and shrewd reports from the field.

Sent from my iPhone

On Aug 27, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "carol doig" <cddoig@comcast.net> wrote:

Glory, hi--Successful event last night at ever-valiant, ever-nose-above-water ParkPlace Books, independent mainstay in Seattle's eastside Microsoftian suburbs. Crowd of 40, again a sort of support group of longtime readers of my stuff, and decent sales in the signing line. ParkPlace is a store that loyaly sells through on my books and hosts a lot of readers groups, so they are worthy of support.

Carol wondered how I'd rank the events we did for the Thunder paperback, and surprisingly we agreed the Queen Anne event, a store unknown to us, was the best, a good long signing with neighborhood customers supporting their reborn bookstore.

And both Third Place and Elliott Bay reliably turned out sizable crowds and had lots of stock to sign up. Surprisingly again, much the lowest turnout was at the stalwart University Book Store (which had mucho stock to sign and will sell through just fine, we don't have to worry about that) which had relied heavily (entirely, it looked like to us) on social media to bring people in. It didn't pull 'em away from mellow Seattle evening weather, we conclude. We've always done well (standing room only, reliably) with hardback events at the U Book Store, when it does some advertising and in-store pushing, and I think we have to be watchful that it does that again, along with whatever can be produced (not proven this time) by social media.

All for now. Happy Labor Day weekend, everyone.

Ivan
Glory, hi—Successful event last night at ever-valiant, ever-nose-above-water ParkPlace Books, independent mainstay in Seattle's eastside Microsoftian suburbs. Crowd of 40, again a sort of support group of longtime readers of my stuff, and decent sales in the signing line. ParkPlace is a store that loyalty sells through on my books and hosts a lot of readers groups, so they are worthy of support.

Carol wondered how I'd rank the events we did for the Thunder paperback, and surprisingly we agreed the Queen Anne event, a store unknown to us, was the best, a good long signing with neighborhood customers supporting their reborn bookstore.

And both Third Place and Elliott Bay reliably turned out sizable crowds and had lots of stock to sign up.

Surprisingly again, much the lowest turnout was at the stalwart University Book Store (which had mucho stock to sign and will sell through just fine, we don't have to worry about that) which had relied heavily (entirely, it looked like to us) on social media to bring people in. It didn't pull 'em away from mellow Seattle evening weather, we conclude. We've always done well (standing room only, reliably) with hardback events at the U Book Store, when it does some advertising and in-store pushing, and I think we have to be watchful that it does that again, along with whatever can be produced (not proven this time) by social media.

All for now. Happy Labor Day weekend, everyone.
Ivan
Glory, good morning--Surprisingly good results last night at Third Place, another alluring Seattle summer eve, when Wendy Manning counted 70 people drawn inside for our doings. An audience full of terrific vibes, too, folks who said they've read everything I've ever written and want more. And they even bought a decent number of books, and of course I signed up a goodly stock for Wendy.

One minor, or not so, note: I think you were under the impression as I was, that Third Place wanted simply a signing, this time around, since I'd done readings the past 2 years with our hardbacks. When Carol and I got there and discovered the crowd seated to listen to me, Wendy explained that the format is for some kind of presentation from the author first, before any signing of books. I always carry a reading with me just in case, and hashed the evening together to a real success, but we/you need to tuck away that what Third Place is set up for as a "signing" is different from the straight-out sitting at a table and inscribing that I so successfully did at Queen Anne Books. Anyway, got 'er done, onward to ParkPlace next week. And hey, thanks, everybody, for the instant bulletins about our Sweetie Thunder on the PNBA bestseller list.

Best,
Ivan
Ok we're all set for Friday, Ivan. Full details below! xx

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

10:00 AM
Print by Phone

JH NEWS&GUIDE
Frances will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Frances Moody, 435-640-8694 or 307-732-7079

- This phone interview will result in a feature that will promote your upcoming signing at Valley Bookstore.

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 6:37 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: Re: Jackson Hole News&Guide interview?

Hi, Glory. Glad you had a taste of Seattle, even secondhand. We're gratified that your folks liked our city, but please tell 'em not to move here. The traffic's terrible!

To business. Please schedule the Jackson Hole interview for 10 a.m. Seattle time this Friday, the 5th. If that won't work, we can consider something early in the afternoon.

We'll get it done!

Ivan

On Sep 2, 2014, at 1:08 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

> Hi Ivan - I hope you had a nice holiday weekend! My parents did one of those Alaskan cruises last week and were able to spend some time in Seattle on their way back to Los Angeles. They loved it, and they of course sent me a few snapshots of Pike Place, Space Needle and the rest, just to make me jealous.
> 
> Anyhow, I received a note from the Jackson Hole News&Guide that they'd like a reporter to interview you for a feature that will promote your Valley Bookstore signing. Are you free sometime this Thursday or Friday to chat with them by phone for 15-20 minutes? Let me know what works for you and I'll set it up.
> 
> Best,
> Glory
> 
> Glory Anne Plata
> Publicist | Riverhead Books
> 375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
> New York, NY. 10014
From: carol doig <cddoig@comcast.net>
Subject: Re: Jackson signing?
Date: July 29, 2014 1:38:48 PM PDT
To: "Plata, Glory" <gplata@penguinrandomhouse.com>

Glory—OK, thanks. We'll hope to rope in the customers there in wild west tourist-ultimate Jackson.

--Ivan

On Jul 29, 2014, at 1:04 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan - Just got off the phone with the folks at Valley Bookstore. You're all set to do a signing there on September 17 at 11:30am. They'd even love to hold it outdoors if the weather's nice that day. We'll send more details soon, but in the meantime we'll plug it into your schedule.

Thanks!
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 11:31 AM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: Jackson signing?

Glory, yo again—Just checking: any luck yet with the Jackson, Wyoming, store? It makes some difference to the rest of our schedule, whether we need to allow time for that signing.

Best,
Ivan
Hi, Glory, a little late in the week. Just to catch up, thanks a million for arranging the ground transportation at this end of our Portland whoopty-de-doo. It saves us about an hour of contending with harrowing traffic to the airport and then a helluva parking problem etc, during this prime tourist season--among other non-delights, about ten thousand people pour in every weekend day to catch cruise sh(is out of Seattle to Alaska. So, good on you.

The video interview went okay, although Salli and George--particularly him, who does the questioning--are more enthusiastic than professional. I think I caught on and just answered with what I wanted to say, whatever its proximity to what George had asked. My hunch is Salli may be a good editor of the rough cut, and it could look pretty slick in final form, I hope. Anyway, no harm, no foul.

Onward to my day's writing. I hope you're getting summer Friday hours?

Best,
Ivan

On Jul 22, 2014, at 8:23 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan and Carol -- Attached here is your updated Portland schedule, which now reflects the car reservation to and from the Seattle airport. Thanks for arranging your Portland ground transportation directly with Salli and George...how did yesterday's video interview go, by the way? I bet they were thrilled when they learned you could fit that into the itinerary!

I also wanted to make sure you saw this lovely "Northwest Reads" review, which ran on the website News of Mill Creek and includes a mention of your University Bookstore event on August 5. They end the review with a great quote: "With Doig's charm and fine storycrafting, "Sweet Thunder" ultimately reads as a brainy yet rollicking, highly entertaining adventure. It's a perfect summer read from one of Seattle's veteran masters."

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)

<Ivan Doig Portland schedule.doc>
Hi Ivan –

Attached here are details for your confirmed August events. Feel free to post them to your website! I haven’t heard from University Bookstore regarding specific event details, but like the rest of us here they were likely consumed by Book Expo madness. I’ll follow up with her for an update this week.

In other news, we’re working with our travel agent to gather the best round trip flight options for your upcoming trip to Portland. We’ll send those to you and to Carol in the coming days.

More soon,
Glory

---

**TUESDAY, AUGUST 5 – SEATTLE, WA**
**UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE, 7:00 PM**
4326 University Way NE, Seattle, WA 98105
*Free and open to the public*

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 9 – SEATTLE, WA**
**QUEEN ANNE BOOK COMPANY, 1:00 PM**
1811 Queen Anne Ave. N., Seattle, WA 98109
*Straight Signing | Free and open to the public*

**THURSDAY, AUGUST 14 – SEATTLE, WA**
**ELLIOTT BAY BOOK COMPANY, 7:00 PM**
1521 10th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122
*Free and open to the public*

**THURSDAY, AUGUST 21 – SEATTLE, WA**
**THIRD PLACE BOOKS, 7:00 PM**
6504 20th Ave. NE, Seattle, WA 98115
*Straight Signing | Free and open to the public*

**TUESDAY, AUGUST 26 – KIRKLAND, WA**
**PARKPLACE BOOKS, 7:00 PM**
348 Parkplace Ctr., Kirkland, WA 98003
*In-store book club*
Becky, hi--Quick college thought(s) after reporting our conversation to Carol. She pointed out that unlike Lewis & Clark tucked away in a 'burb, Portland State U. is in downtown Portland, the attractive campus flows right into city life. Green hills around and Portland's feel of laid-back with-itness and a farmers' market right there on campus, I think PSU might seem Cornell-like. Don't know about its academic standing, but buddies of mine who have taught there are first-rate--the novelist Craig Lesley, and a couple of historians. Anyway, just a thought. You maybe know that the near-addictive Oregon college town historically has been Eugene, with the U. of Oregon, but again I don't know much about it except that Phil Knight of Nike has lavished so much money on its sports complex (beyond the school's nice old record of just world-class milers etc.) that it's maybe distorted the institution. Still and all, people who've gone there seem awful fond of the place.

Good luck to your seventeeners and you in the big search. Grand to hear from you today.

Best,
Ivan
Elliott Bay

Nelsons—Texas—sign all their books
Hi, Glory. On the almost-eve of the holiday weekend.
Sure, we are taking care of the booksigning details directly with Jenny, no reason for you to be in the middle.

On another topic, as you divined, we do need ground transportation, to Elliott Bay. Parking down there is nearly impossible anyway, and the city just wiped out the store's 80-year-old underground garage. So, your kind assistance, please. At this point we think we can get ourselves to the other events.

Happy Fourth,
Ivan

On Jul 2, 2014, at 9:46 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Ivan are you ok with signing books after the gala, or do you prefer to arrive early to pre-sign as many copies as possible? We want to make sure your hands don't get too tired...feel free to respond directly to Jenny or I'm happy to relay the message on your behalf.

G

From: wwpres@gmail.com [mailto:wwpres@gmail.com] On Behalf Of WW President
Sent: Wednesday, July 02, 2014 11:39 AM
To: carol doig; Plata, Glory
Subject: Book signing at the Willamette Writers banquet

Hello!

We're finalizing the details for the banquet and wanted to confirm that Mr. Doig is available to sign books after the banquet that evening for half an hour or so. We'll have his books featured in our Barnes & Noble bookstore all weekend, and they'll also be selling them before and after the banquet.

We would really appreciate it, and so would the attendees!

Thank you!

Jenny

Jenny Schrader, President
Willamette Writers
2108 Buck Street
West Linn, OR 97068
503-305-6729
www.willamettewriters.com
Hello from an uncomfortably muggy and hot New York City! I hope you both have been well. I wanted to send you the first draft of your August paperback tour schedule, attached here. As you will see there are some details still missing, all of which will be filled in before you head off to Portland in early August. Let us know if you have any questions about your itinerary in the meantime.

As you know, most of our paperback budget for the book went toward the round-trip to Portland, but if you see any place on the schedule where you’ll need assistance with ground transportation do let me know so that we can get a head start on making those arrangements for you!

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)
From: "george@authorsroad.com" <george@authorsroad.com>
Subject: Interview Request
Date: April 22, 2014 4:32:08 PM PDT
To: <cddoig@comcast.net>
Cc: <Glory.Pla타@us.penguincomgroup.com>, Salli Slaughter <salli@authorsroad.com>

Mr. Doig,

First, our sincere congratulations re your selection by Willamette Writers for their Lifetime Achievement Award.

About a month ago, my wife, Salli Slaughter, wrote to Glory Anne Plata, your publisher's publicist, to mention the news about the award above, and to ask if you would agree to an interview with us. I am cc'ing this note to her as well. Our request for an interview has nothing to do with your award (other than helping you brag about it), and little to do with Willamette Writers (other than the fact that we are a project of Willamette Writers).

I attach Salli's note to Glory below. In essence, what we hope is to visit you in Seattle at a time convenient to you, and conduct a video interview to share on our non-commercial website. As a rule, our interviews take under two hours, and thus far, almost all the authors and experts we've spoken with report it to be one of the most enjoyable and refreshing interviews they've given.

The general topics we discuss are: how you began writing and early influences, how you conduct your writing life, what you see as the future of writing in America given changes in technology and culture, and any advice you'd offer prospective writers. We then edit this to around 30-minutes, add background info and still photos to a dedicated web page, and share this on our site. At this time, we have around 500 subscribers, and our interviews have been watched nearly 90,000 times.

We'd be very honored to include an interview with you in our series.

Respectfully,
George Mason & Salli Slaughter
503-250-2063

(Copy of note sent to Glory, March 26)

Hi Glory,

I have another question for concerning Ivan, whose work I fell in love with listening to it on “Radio Reader” while living in Alaska years ago. My husband, George Mason, and I are doing a project to interview some of America's best writers, creating an archive for readers and writers to learn from free of charge, and we would love to interview Ivan. We have being doing this project (which comes under the auspices of Willamette Writers) for nearly three years, and have been on the road in our little travel trailer with it for about two and a half years. We also do presentations about the project to writers groups, in bookstores, schools, universities and other organizations, and there may be a book in it for us by the time we are done.

We are up to about 85,000 views worldwide of our 39 interviews, which are posted on youtube and our website, http://www.authorsroad.com, and it has been growing exponentially of late. Our website includes a page for each writer interviewed, with information on them and their works. Some of the people we have interviewed include Jim Harrison, Tom McGuane, George R.R. Martin, Tom Robbins, Diana Gabaldon, Haki Madhubuti, Jean Auel, and Pam Houston. We interview novelists, non-fiction writers, genre writers, screen writers, playwrights, poets, and experts on dead writers like Mark Twain and John Steinbeck—oh, and one storytelling songwriter and two publishers so far. We interview people who, to paraphrase Steinbeck, “write because they breathe.” These people contribute to our intellectual and cultural life, and, with the exception of poets, make their living at writing.

Our interviews are about the art of writing, and we ask questions about how the writer began, who and what has influenced them, how and why they write, how they think the advent of technology and social media is affecting writing and publishing, and what wisdom they may have for writers starting out. The interviews are really a conversation so it meanders a bit, and we have fun. Many of our interviewees say it is the most fun and relaxing interview they've had. Anything that might embarrass the writer, or is too personal, is cut. The interviews take about an hour (with another half-hour for setting up and taking down our lights and camera), and we cut the
finished interview to about half an hour. We want to honor our writers the way Japan names its artists as national treasures and France creates monuments to them. And we do it for love, using our Social Security income and wit to do it.

We usually go to the writer at their home, or if they are uncomfortable with that, somewhere else of their choosing that is conducive to taping. We are often contacted by people who tell us how much they enjoy the interviews, how inspiring they are, how much they have learned or thanking us for introducing them to a new writer. Some email us wanting contact information for writers, which we never give out, but send the messages on to them to see how they want to handle it (sometimes it is a great connection from a lost friend or the cultural minister from one of the ‘stans’--and sometime not).

I know that I could send this directly to Ivan, since you provided his email for the award, but that would be a violation for us. Instead, I hope that you will pass this along to Ivan and that he will say yes. We are currently in Portland, Oregon and hope to head north for some interviews soon.

Thanks for taking the time to read this lengthy email. Hopefully you and Ivan will consider this a worthwhile project for an interview.

Salli

---

The Authors Road
A QUEST TO LEARN FROM AMERICA'S WRITERS
http://www.authorsroad.com
info@authorsroad.com
I've got you down for Wednesday the 23rd, around 3:30, OK?

--Ivan

On Apr 16, 2014, at 2:11 PM, Eileen Harte wrote:

OH WOW!! Congrats. How about next week? I'm out of the office but will be in on Wednesday. Will that work? Please give Carol my best :-)

Eileen

Eileen Harte
Events and Programs Producer
206-633-6443
University Book Store

On 4/16/2014 12:55 PM, carol doig wrote:

Hey, kiddo, phone opportunity this afternoon (16th) until 3:30 if you want to kill off the game of tag. No biz tomorrow, my and Carol's 49th annvsry.--Ivan
Hi, Glory. Sounds great, the U BookStore flourish for the paperback on August 5. I will call Eileen and we'll figure out something jazzy.

Best,
Ivan

On Apr 8, 2014, at 1:47 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan -

I'm waiting to hear back from the other stores regarding their available August dates for you, but for now the big kahuna University Book Store would be thrilled to host an in-store launch party for you on the evening of the August 5th pub date. How does that sound? Eileen is happy to speak with you about her plans directly if you prefer...she will be at the main store this Thursday and Friday if you'd like to give her a call.

Best,
Glory

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig <mailto:ccdoig@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 11:27 AM
To: Plata, Glory
Cc: Saletan, Rebecca
Subject: Re: Paperback tour events

Glory, good morning--

OK, here are my thoughts on the Sweet Thunder paperback tour:

--First of all, our best and biggest audience would be the Willamette Writers gathering in Portland where I'm to pick up their lifetime achievement award. Not only will I and my works be in the spotlight, their conference should draw a big statewide crowd of their 1,800 members. Is it possible to get the paperback there, in time for the Aug. 2 event?

--Stores: we've worked so many of our favorites in my appearances for hardbacks the past two years in a row--and we'll have a new hardback to promote there as usual next year—that we'd better not wear out our welcome with those discrete audiences, at Village Books in Bellingham and the Edmonds Book Shop. (I called Mary Kay in the Edmonds store and she was frank to say we couldn't come anywhere near our big success with the hardbacks—she might gather a few book groups for the paperback, but the store can only seat thirty, and we agreed the best use of our time is simply for me to sign up her paperback stock and she'll feature 'em prominently in the store from here to eternity.)

Along that same line of being careful about repeating ourselves too often in the same place, here are the store picks I'd recommend with I hope a little spice of variety added:

--Third Place, our old stalwart for big crowds, but see if they might schedule me instead into their Ravenna store this time, so we can possibly tap a fresh audience in a different part of town, okay?

--Queen Anne Books, again in a different (and affluent) part of Seattle. I don't know this store at all, but writing
Thanks for these, Ivan! I'll read through your notes and plan Sweet Thunder version 2.0 accordingly.

Regarding the Willamette Writers event on August 2: I can double check with our sales force about this but offhand I don't think we'll be able to sell the paperback version since the signing takes place before publication. If we can't have paperback copies we'll still have hardcovers shipped in time.

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 11:27 AM
To: Plata, Glory
Cc: Saletan, Rebecca
Subject: Re: Paperback tour events

Glory, good morning--

OK, here are my thoughts on the Sweet Thunder paperback tour:

--First of all, our best and biggest audience would be the Willamette Writers gathering in Portland where I'm to pick up their lifetime achievement award. Not only will I and my works be in the spotlight, their conference should draw a big statewide crowd of their 1,800 members. Is it possible to get the paperback there, in time for the Aug. 2 event?

--Stores: we've worked so many of our favorites in my appearances for hardbacks the past two years in a row--and we'll have a new hardback to promote there as usual next year--that we'd better not wear out our welcome with those discrete audiences, at Village Books in Bellingham and the Edmonds Book Shop. (I called Mary Kay in the Edmonds store and she was frank to say we couldn't come anywhere near our big success with the hardbacks--she might gather a few book groups for the paperback, but the store can only seat thirty, and we agreed the best use of our time is simply for me to sign up her paperback stock and she'll feature 'em prominently in the store from here to eternity.)

Along that same line of being careful about repeating ourselves too often in the same place, here are the store picks I'd recommend with I hope a little spice of variety added:

--Third Place, our old stalwart for big crowds, but see if they might schedule me instead into their Ravenna store this time, so we can possibly tap a fresh audience in a different part of town, okay?

--Queen Anne Books, again in a different (and affluent) part of Seattle. I don't know this store at all, but writing buddies have had events there and were much pleased; I believe the store has sold boatloads of The Boys in the Boat in Dan Brown
Hi Ivan —

It's about that time! I'd love to start getting in touch with our favorite Seattle indies for the Sweet Thunder paperback tour. Eileen Harte of University Book Store visited us here in the city a few weeks ago, and she said they would of course love to set something up for you come August. I'll assume we'll also like to make stops at Elliott Bay, Edmonds, Third Place, Parkplace, and maybe Village Books if you feel like making the drive to Bellingham?

Let me know what your preferences are and we'll go from there.

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Glory, good morning--

OK, here are my thoughts on the Sweet Thunder paperback tour:

--First of all, our best and biggest audience would be the Willamette Writers gathering in Portland where I'm to pick up their lifetime achievement award. Not only will I and my works be in the spotlight, their conference should draw a big statewide crowd of their 1,800 members. Is it possible to get the paperback there, in time for the Aug. 2 event?

--Stores: we've worked so many of our favorites in my appearances for hardbacks the past two years in a row--and we'll have a new hardback to promote there as usual next year--that we'd better not wear out our welcome with those discrete audiences, at Village Books in Bellingham and the Edmonds Book Shop. (I called Mary Kay in the Edmonds store and she was frank to say we couldn't come anywhere near our big success with the hardbacks--she might gather a few book groups for the paperback, but the store can only seat thirty, and we agreed the best use of our time is simply for me to sign up her paperback stock and she'll feature 'em prominently in the store from here to eternity.)

Along that same line of being careful about repeating ourselves too often in the same place, here are the store picks I'd recommend with I hope a little spice of variety added:

--Third Place, our old stalwart for big crowds, but see if they might schedule me instead into their Ravenna store this time, so we can possibly tap a fresh audience in a different part of town, okay?

--Queen Anne Books, again in a different (and affluent) part of Seattle. I don't know this store at all, but writing buddies have had events there and were much pleased; I believe the store has sold boatloads of The Boys in the Boat in Dan Brown appearances there, so I figure they're geared up to do events in a big-league way.

--Parkplace again, because their business does run heavily to paperbacks, I think. But would you please see if Rebecca and Mary are open to the idea of coaxing book groups (the store was hosting/supplying a couple of dozen, the last I knew) into choosing Sweet Thunder as, say, their September read, and at the end of the month, I could be in the store for discussion with any and all book group types who wanted to come. (This instead of the readings I've done at Parkplace the past 2-3 years in a row.)

--Elliott Bay, since I haven't read in-store the past few books, having done those whopper-crowd events at the Seattle Public Library for El Bay instead. By dint of that, this is more a diplomatic appearance than any kind of blockbuster reading/signing, I'm afraid; the El Bay basement (dungeon-like) reading area doesn't draw the crowds the old store did. But El Bay usually stocks in well, and sells through with signed books, so this is more or less worth doing.

--University Book Store: the big kahuna, here, just has such a customer base (and tireless sell-through) that we ought to do pretty much whatever the hell they want. (Within reason, the longtime road-weary author said.) Maybe have Eileen Harte call me direct, to sort through what ideas she has and what I'm capable of.

Beyond those show up-and-salute appearances, here's a couple of longshots that we'll have to see whether they can eventuate or not:

--Northwest Bookfest or whatever it's called. This Seattle festival I think has been staggering, but I'm game to do something there if the event is identifiably alive and breathing again this year. As to kindred festivals, huh-uh; did LitQuake last year, medium thrill, and the Portland event has never paid off in book sales and tends to have so many writers everyone only gets diluted attention, audience- and media-wise.
There's a chance Carol and I will be in Montana the week of Sept. 14, so please keep that week free for me on the schedule. If we are able to go, and we won't know that until early summer, I can possibly do an event at Country Bookshelf in Bozeman, a true epicenter of sales of my books, and at a store in Jackson, Wyoming. I'm long out of date on the Jackson bookstore scene, but back in the day I had some great signings there, in a community rife with affluenza.

Lastly, if the Third Place Ravenna and Queen Anne stores (and the Bozeman and Jackson ones) come through, please try for just a signing without a reading. It'd simplify my life a lot, as I press on to finish the next opus for Becky by the end of this year. And then, we can start this all over again!?

Best,
Ivan

p.s. Just caught up with the mash note from the Vassar guy. I'm thinking, I'm thinking.

On Mar 31, 2014, at 10:50 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan –

It's about that time! I'd love to start getting in touch with our favorite Seattle indies for the Sweet Thunder paperback tour. Eileen Harte of University Book Store visited us here in the city a few weeks ago, and she said they would of course love to set something up for you come August. I'll assume we'll also like to make stops at Elliott Bay, Edmonds, Third Place, Parkplace, and maybe Village Books if you feel like making the drive to Bellingham?

Let me know what your preferences are and we'll go from there.

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl.
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)
ALREADY DONE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31 – SEATTLE, WA

1:00 PM
Print by Phone
Greg will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Greg McNamee, 520-615-7955

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8 – SEATTLE, WA

3:00 PM – 3:30 PM
Print by Phone
Jaci will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Jaci Webb, 406-657-1359

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9 – SEATTLE, WA

Driving Directions to KUOW Studios (4518 University Way Northeast, Seattle) from I-5 South:
Take exit 169 toward NE 50th Street
Head east on 50th Street toward Brooklyn Avenue NE.
Turn right onto Brooklyn and 1.5 blocks to the University District parking lot (which will be a large blue sign with a yellow “P”).

Parking and Studio Arrival:
Please park in Lot #10, located across from the DECA Hotel.

DO NOT PRE-PAY FOR PARKING, even though you will see signs that will ask you to do so. KUOW will provide tokens after your interview to take back to the parking lot after your visit.
After you park, walk through the Dollar Tree store to University Way. KUOW is located near the middle of the block on the opposite side of the street.
The door for KUOW is next door to the Urban Outfitters store. There is no large signage on the building, so look for a glass door with a KUOW sticker affixed to it. Please press 1 on the call box to the left of that door.
Take the elevator to the 3rd floor (Suite 310) and check in at the front desk.

11:45 AM arrival
NOON – 12:45 PM
Seattle
Taped via ISDN

WNYC AM & FM / BOOK SHOW
From KUOW studio, 4518 University Way Northeast,
Host: Joe Donahue, 800-323-9262 x110
Studio coordinator: Doug Paterson, 206-930-9380
Sarah LaDuke, 800-323-9296 x139

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16 – SEATTLE, WA

Please see above for driving/parking directions to KUOW.

9:45 AM arrival

SPOKANE PUBLIC RADIO / THE BOOKSHELF
10:00 AM—11:00 AM From KUOW studio, 4518 University Way Northeast, Seattle Coordinator: Nancy Roth, 509-499-3238 cell
Taped via ISDN

MONDAY, AUGUST 19 – SEATTLE, WA

12:30 PM—1:00 PM INDEPENDENT RECORD FEATURE INTERVIEW
Print by Phone Marga will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Marga Lincoln, 406-447-4083

1:15 PM—1:45 PM GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE FEATURE INTERVIEW
Print by Phone Kristen will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Kristen Inbody, 406-791-1490 or

406-564-9745

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24 – EDMONDS, WA

11:30 AM arrival EDMONDS BOOKSHOP
12:00 PM 111 5th Avenue South Edmonds, WA 98020
Reading/Signing Coordinator: Mary Kay Sneeringer, 425-775-2789

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27 – LAKE FOREST PARK, WA

6:30 PM arrival THIRD PLACE BOOKS
7:00 PM 17171 Bothell Way NE, Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
Reading/Signing Coordinator: Wendy Manning, 206-366-33616

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 – SEATTLE, WA

Note: Eileen is aware that you will be driving yourselves to University Bookstore this afternoon. She will then take you to the following event before bringing you back to the store for your evening reading.

3:15 PM arrival HEARTHSTONE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY
3:30 PM—4:30 PM 6720 East Green Lake Way North, Seattle 98103
Reading/Signing Coordinator: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443

5:15 PM arrival UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
5:30 PM 4326 University Way NE, Seattle, WA 98105
Reading/Signing Coordinator: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 – KIRKLAND, WA

6:30 PM arrival
7:00 PM
Reading/Signing

PARKPLACE BOOKS
348 Parkplace Center, Kirkland, WA 98033
Coordinator: Rebecca Willow, 425-828-6546

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 – BELLINGHAM, WA

6:00 PM arrival
7:00 PM
Reading/Signing

VILLAGE BOOKS
1200 Eleventh Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
Coordinator: Christina Claassen, 360-671-2626

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18 – SEATTLE, WA

8:00 AM—9:00 AM
(NPR)
LIVE by Phone

“ACCESS UTAH” / UTAH PUBLIC RADIO
Bennett will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Host: Tom Williams
Producer: Bennett, 800-826-1495 or 435-881-2744
Please have a copy of the book on hand in case they ask you to read a passage. There will be one-minute breaks every once in a while during this LIVE hour-long interview.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 – SEATTLE, WA

Jan, an associate of Gail DiRe, will help you with this event today.

6:00 PM

SKYPE EVENT WITH KING’S ENGLISH
Coordinator: Jennifer Adams, 801-484-9100
The SLC Humanities Council is partnering with King’s English to host this event, which will take place in conjunction with the annual Salt Lake City Book Festival.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20 – SEATTLE, WA

Driving Directions to KTBC Studios (2320 S. 19th Street, Tacoma) from I-5 South:
Take exit 132B for Washington 16 W toward Bremerton
Take exit 1A for Sprague Avenue
Merge onto South Sprague Avenue
Turn left onto South 19th Street – Destination will be on the left.
Visitor Parking is just off the street in front of the studio’s main entrance.

11:45 am arrival
(Tacoma Public TV)

INTERVIEW: “WELL READ” / KTBC-TV

NOON – 12:30 PM
2320 S. 19th Street, Tacoma
Taped in Studio
Coordinator: Mike Bay, 360-725-3981 or
360-970-9662
Air-Date: TK
Studio Phone: 253-680-7700
Host: Terry Tazioli

Dress code: The set backdrop is a coffee shop theme, so feel free to dress casually. Because
they do not show well on camera, please avoid wearing shirts that are plain white, stripes or
plaid.

When you arrive: You can relax in the lobby until either Mike Bay or a colleague comes to
get you. A light powder will be applied before taping begins.
Taping format: This interview will run approximately 18 minutes.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

Note: You have a space saved for you near the attendant booth of the library’s parking lot.

5:30 PM – 6:30 PM
LIBRARY FOUNDATION AUTHORS CIRCLE
RECEPTION
Private Reception/Signing
98104
Seattle Central Library, 000 Fourth Avenue, Seattle
Washington Mutual Foundation Meeting Room, Level
4, Room 1
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or
cell 206-898-5316

• Chris will meet you in the lobby upon your arrival for this private reception. This event will
give Library Foundation and Authors Circle members a chance to chat with you in a
casual atmosphere, as well as to have their books signed. No formal remarks are
necessary.

7:00 PM
READING & SIGNING
Public Reading/Signing
Seattle Central Library, Microsoft Auditorium
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or
cell 206-898-5316
Bookstore contact: Rick Simonson, 206-624-6600

- This reading and signing is open to the public. Elliott Bay Books will be handling book sales during this portion of the event. Chris Higashi is willing to reserve seats in the front row for your guests. Please let us know how many.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 – SEATTLE, WA

Terra Communications Speaking Event – Ivan has details
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

3:30 PM – 3:30 PM
LONGVIEW, WA INTERVIEW (Ivan arranged)

Note: You have a space saved for you near the attendant booth of the library's parking lot.

5:30 PM – 6:30 PM
LIBRARY FOUNDATION AUTHORS CIRCLE RECEPTION
Private Reception/Signing
Seattle Central Library, 1000 Fourth Avenue, Seattle
98104
Washington Mutual Foundation Meeting Room, Level 4, Room 1

Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or cell 206-898-5316

• Chris will meet you in the lobby upon your arrival for this private reception. This event will give Library Foundation and Authors Circle members a chance to chat with you in a casual atmosphere, as well as to have their books signed. No formal remarks are necessary.

7:00 PM
READING & SIGNING
Public Reading/Signing
Seattle Central Library, Microsoft Auditorium
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or cell 206-898-5316
Bookstore contact: Rick Simonson, 206-624-6600 x119

• This reading and signing is open to the public. Elliott Bay Books will be handling book sales during this portion of the event. Chris Higashi is willing to reserve seats in the front row for your guests. Please let us know how many.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 – SEATTLE, WA

3:00 PM
UW ALUM MAGAZINE FEATURE INTERVIEW
Interview in Person (Ivan arranged)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 – SEATTLE, WA

Terra Communications Speaking Event – Ivan has details
10:00 AM—11:00 AM
Seattle
Taped via ISDN
From KUOW studio, 4518 University Way Northeast, Coordinator: Nancy Roth, 509-499-3238 cell

MONDAY, AUGUST 19 – SEATTLE, WA

12:30 PM—1:00 PM
Print by Phone
INDEPENDENT RECORD FEATURE INTERVIEW
Marga will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Marga Lincoln, 406-447-4083

1:15 PM—1:45 PM
Print by Phone
GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE FEATURE INTERVIEW
Kristen will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Kristen Inbody, 406-791-1490 or
406-564-9745

SATURDAY, AUGUST 24 – EDMONDS, WA

11:30 AM arrival
EDMONDS BOOKSHOP
12:00 PM
111 5th Avenue South Edmonds, WA 98020
Reading/Signing
Coordinator: Mary Kay Sneeringer, 425-775-2789

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27– LAKE FOREST PARK, WA

6:30 PM arrival
THIRD PLACE BOOKS
7:00 PM
17171 Bothell Way NE, Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
Reading/Signing
Coordinator: Wendy Manning, 206-366-33616

Riverhead Books Contacts
Glory Plata
212-366-2575 (office)
917-723-6586 (cell)

SWEET THUNDER by Ivan Doig
Media Schedule
As of DATE @ "MMMM d, yyyy"
August 28, 2013

Ivan Doig
206-542-6658 (home)
206-200-4143 (cell)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 – FLY TO SAN FRANCISCO

9:30 AM PICK UP: A private car will take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630145)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 310
12:00 PM Depart Seattle Tacoma
2:05 PM Arrive San Francisco
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

2:05 PM PICK UP: The driver of your private call will pick you up from the arrivals area to take you to your hotel. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630195)

HOTEL: THE ARGONAUT
495 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA 94109
415-563-0800 Tel.
Confirmation#: CISU9ET
Night 1 of 3 night stay

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4 – SAN FRANCISCO, CA

5:45 AM PICK UP: Media escort Bob Wilkins (415-309-6863 cell) will meet you in front of your hotel to take you to all of your appointments today.

9:30 AM arrival
10:30 AM NCIBA ADULT AUTHOR COFFEE EVENT
South San Francisco Conference Center
255 South Airport Boulevard, South San Francisco, CA 94080
Coordinator: Hut Landon, 415-561-7686 or hut@nciba.com
As you’ve already discussed with Hut, you should arrive at around 9:30 AM to pre-sign 100+ books for booksellers attending this event.
Please plan to discuss *Sweet Thunder* for approximately 15 minutes. Other authors joining you on this panel so far are Wally Lamb and Kim Stanley Robinson.

5:15 PICK UP
5:30 PM arrival
6:00 PM BOOK PASSAGE
Reading/Signing
1 Ferry Building, San Francisco, CA 94111
Coordinator: Karen West, 415-927-0960 x238

NOTE: Bob is able to drop you off at Greens for dinner, but is unable to take you back to your hotel afterward. Please take a taxi and save your receipt for reimbursement from Riverhead Books.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4 – SAN FRANCISCO, CA (continued)

7:45 PM  
DINNER AT GREENS  
2 Marina Boulevard, San Francisco

HOTEL: THE ARGONAUT  
495 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA 94109  
415-563-0800 Tel.  
Confirmation#: CISU9ET  
Night 2 of 3 night stay

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5 – CORTE MADERA, CA  

10:45 AM PICK UP: Media escort Bob Wilkins (415-309-6863 cell) will meet you in front of your hotel to take you to all of your appointments today.

11:30 AM  
LUNCH AROUND BOOK PASSAGE CORTE MADERA

12:45 PM arrival  
BOOK PASSAGE  
51 Tamal Vista Boulevard, Corte Madera, CA 94925  
Coordinator: Karen West, 415-927-0960 x238

HOTEL: THE ARGONAUT  
495 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA 94109  
415-563-0800 Tel.  
Confirmation#: CISU9ET  
Last night of 3 night stay

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 – PORTLAND, OR

7:00 AM PICK UP: A private car will be waiting for you outside of your hotel to take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630146)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2500  
9:10 AM Depart San Francisco  
11:08 AM Arrive Portland  
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI  
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 – PORTLAND, OR (continued)

11:08 AM PICK UP– Media escort Kevin Sprager (503-504-3813 cell) will pick you up
from the arrivals area to take you to your choice of lunch venue and to Chaparral Books for a quick stock signing before taking you to the hotel. He will also assist you throughout tonight's PNBA event.

**STOCK SIGNING**

CHAPARRAL BOOKS  
2505 SE 11th Avenue, Suite 107, Portland  
Contact: John Thomas, 503-887-0823

This is a small used bookstore that specializes in Western Americana, and is now turning its focus to new books. John asked too late if you could do an event with them so is thrilled you can sign some of their copies.

5:30 PM  
**PRE-SIGNING COPIES OF SWEET THUNDER**  
Airport Holiday Inn, 8439 NE Columbia Boulevard, Portland 97220  
Coordinator: Thom Chambliss, 541-683-4363

Kevin should have already given you your registration badge. Please proceed to Salon A in the lower lobby upon your arrival, where a PNBA staff member will direct you to the appropriate pre-signing area.

Riverhead will have provided 100 copies of *Sweet Thunder* for this event. You will be pre-signing as many copies as time allows beforehand, and you can sign the remaining balance during the signing portion of your panel discussion.

6:30 PM—8:30 PM  
**PNBA NW CLASSIC AUTHORS INTERVIEW & DINNER**  
Panel & Signing  
Coordinator: Thom Chambliss, 541-683-4363

Jane Kirkpatrick (*One Glorious Ambition*) and Barry Lopez (*Home Ground*) will be joining you in this conversation about becoming prize backlist authors, moderated by bookseller Brad Smith of Paulina Springs Books in Sisters, OR.

The event schedule for tonight is organized as follows:
- 6:30 PM – Buffet dinner
- 7:00 PM – Panel discussion begins
- 7:45 PM – Signing

**HOTEL: THE WESTIN**  
750 Southwest Alder Street, Portland, OR 97205  
503-294-9000 Tel.  
Confirmation: C205655685  
Night 1 of 2 night stay

---

**MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 – PORTLAND, OR**

6:20 PM PICK UP – Media escort Kevin Sprager (503-504-3813 cell) will pick you up
from Jake’s Famous Crawfish (401 SW 12th Avenue, Portland, OR 97205) to take you to the following event.

6:30 PM arrival
7:30 PM
Reading/Signing

POWELL’S CITY OF BOOKS
1005 W. Burnside, Portland, OR 97209
Coordinator: Jeremy Garber, 503-228-4651 x5855

HOTEL: THE WESTIN
750 Southwest Alder Street, Portland, OR 97205
503-294-9000 Tel.
Confirmation: C205655685
Last night of 2 night stay

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 – FLY BACK HOME

6:45 AM PICK UP– A private car will meet you in front of your hotel to take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630147)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2128
8:45 AM Depart Portland
9:35 AM Arrive Seattle Tacoma
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

9:35 AM PICK UP: The driver of your private car will meet you at the arrivals area to take you home. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation #: 630148)

OCTOBER 16-18 - BLOCKED FOR THE WILLOWS INN ON LUMMI ISLAND

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

CAR PICKUP TK — private car

5:00 PM arrival
6:00 PM—7:00 PM
98101
Reading/Discussion/Q&A

SEATTLE LITCRAWL LITERARY FESTIVAL
From Town Hall Seattle, 1119 8th Avenue, Seattle, WA
Coordinators: Stesha Brandon, 206-652-4255 x12
Jane Hodges, 206-937-5643
Day-of contact for emergencies: Dana Feder, 206-612-6871

Please arrive around 5:00 PM to pre-sign copies of Sweet Thunder for this event, which is free and open to the public. Mary Ann Gwinn of the Seattle Times will be your conversation partner.
Hi Ivan and Carol - So sorry to hear that the digs at Willows Inn weren't great, but it sounds like the folks who came to see you got their money's worth!

Below and attached are the details for your KUOW interview next week. Note taken regarding the LitCrawl car...I'll adjust the reservation so that they get to you at 5pm for 5:30pm event arrival.

All best,
Glory

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23 - SEATTLE, WA

Driving Directions to KUOW Studios (4518 University Way Northeast, Seattle) from I-5 South:
- Take exit 169 toward NE 50TH Street
- Head east on 50th Street toward Brooklyn Avenue NE.
- Turn right onto Brooklyn and 1.5 blocks to the University District parking lot (which will be a large blue sign with a yellow "P").

Parking and Studio Arrival:
- Please park in Lot #10, located across from the DECA Hotel.
- **DO NOT PRE-PAY FOR PARKING**, even though you will see signs that will ask you to do so. KUOW will provide tokens after your interview to take back to the parking lot after your visit.
- After you park, walk through the Dollar Tree store to University Way. KUOW is located near the middle of the block on the opposite side of the street.
- The door for KUOW is next door to the Urban Outfitters store. There is no large signage on the building, so look for a glass door with a KUOW sticker affixed to it. **Please press 1 on the call box to the left of that door.**
- Take the elevator to the 3rd floor (Suite 310) and check in at the front desk.

2:45 PM arrival
3:00 PM—3:30 PM
KUOW PUBLIC RADIO / THE RECORD
4518 University Way Northeast, Suite 310, Seattle, WA
Taped in Studio
Host: Steve Scher
Air-Date: 10/24
Coordinator: Jason Pagano, 206-221-2730
Front desk 206-543-2710
- This taped interview will air tomorrow before your appearance at Seattle Lit Crawl.

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest)
503-294-9000 Tel.  
Confirmation: C205655685  
Last night of 2 night stay

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 – FLY BACK HOME

6:45 AM PICK UP – A private car will meet you in front of your hotel to take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630147)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2128
8:45 AM Depart Portland  
9:35 AM Arrive Seattle Tacoma  
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI  
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

9:35 AM PICK UP: The driver of your private car will meet you at the arrivals area to take you home. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation #: 630148)

OCTOBER 16-18 - BLOCKED FOR THE WILLOWS INN ON LUMMI ISLAND

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

4:30 PM PICK UP - The driver of your private car will meet you in front of your house to take you to and from the following event. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation #: 641358)

5:00 PM arrival

SEATTLE LITCRAWL LITERARY FESTIVAL

6:00 PM—7:00 PM  
From Town Hall Seattle, 1119 8th Avenue, Seattle, WA  
Coordinators: Stesha Brandon, 206-652-4255 x12  
Jane Hodges, 206-937-5643  
Day-of contact for emergencies: Dana Feder, 206-612-6871

Please arrive around 5:00 PM to pre-sign copies of Sweet Thunder for this event, which is free and open to the public. Mary Ann Gwinn of the Seattle Times will be your conversation partner.

Elliott Bay Book Company will be handling book sales at this event.
Glory, hi—Just quickly about the Portland schedule: it appears to me we can best do the Chaparall stock signing on the way in from the airport on Sunday the 6th, it’s more or less in that part of town on the way in. So you might run that by Kevin the escort and John at the store, see if they agree. Also, please let Kevin know we want him to take us someplace for lunch—the man know his eats—after that, then to the hotel. And we’ll figure out with him when to sign up books ahead of time at Powell’s on Monday, he and I have done that lots of times.

Have a nice weekend if we don’t communicate before then.

Best,
Ivan

On Sep 12, 2013, at 2:20 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan – Attached is an updated schedule, as promised. There’s just one major addition for now, which is a brief stock signing for Chaparall Books in Portland on 10/6. They’re a small used bookstore that focuses on Western Americana and they’ve just recently started making the transition to keeping new books in stock. The 6th was the better date for them, but do let me know if that’s far too much signing for you in one day. I’m happy to push them for the 7th sometime before your Powell’s signing if that’s the case.

Have a great night, Ivan and Carol!

All best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest)

<Doig MASTER Schedule.doc>
Glory, top of the morn, barely--Here are the minor adjustments on the tour schedule, please:

Sept. 17, Bellingham--We see you have us down for a private car, which we have a guilty conscience about. If it's a Seattle Limousine Service or a Carey Car, that's probably about $70 an hour for a 7-8 hour roundtrip. Carol has me convinced (a) we can drive it ourselves, as I can share the driving chore on the way up there or (b) in a pinch, we can arrange for someone to drive us in our car for $200.

--Oct. 4, Ferry Building--We'll eat dinner in the Ferry Building after my event, and can work out a pickup time directly with the escort. I think he/she does not need to hang with us for the reading/signing, and so could be advised just to deliver us and pick us up after dinner--we can be in touch by cell phone when we're about ready, if wanted, so we'll of course need the escort's phone info per usual.

--Oct. 5, Corte Madera--We'll need to have lunch there in the shopping center before the Book Passage 1 PM signing. The escort should pick us up in time for 11:30 arrival there.

Oct. 6, Portland--Similarly, given our arrival time, Kevin should be ready to steer us to lunch (he's great at that) before taking us to the hotel. We'll likely save pre-signing at Powell's--he's also a whiz at that--until the next day, given how many PNBA books I have to sign that night.

Still Oct. 6, Portland--We'll have dinner before our late-ish (for me) Powell's event, so Kevin should pick us up not at the hotel but at Jake's Crawfish Alley (near Powell's) at 7 PM; if he thinks we need to be a little earlier, we'll adjust, but in the past, arriving 20 minutes or so beforehand has been plenty.

Oct. 8, fly home from Portland--Let's standardize on all airport pickups to meet the escort/driver at the arrivals area (just outside security) as we always travel with carry-on, and trying to find the driver amid a dozen baggage carousels is often confusing and a waste of time. Of course a hand-held sign with our name helps, too.

Oct. 24, LitCrawl/Town Hall--Here's a situation where they should provide the transportation, I really think. The area is tough to park in, we don't know the neighborhood, and this is an event Carol would rather skip. Besides, Town Hall is charging admission, we're getting bupkus, and had to lean on them even to have signed books available, so I feel they owe us at least this much favor. Stesha or Jane Hodges or the politburo committee ought to have someone pick me up here at the house for their suggested time of arrival, and deliver me back here after the event. I know they want to have me at the Hugo House finale late that night, but I just physically can't do it (hands and quite a bit of the rest of me) after an event of that length, reading, signing, and the session with Mary Ann.

All for now, I hope. I'm around today if you want to discuss any of this, maybe best by phone. Happy long weekend.

Ivan
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 – SEATTLE, WA

Note: Eileen is aware that you will be driving yourselves to University Bookstore this afternoon. She will then take you to the following event before bringing you back to the store for your evening reading.

3:15 PM arrival
3:30 PM – 4:30 PM
Reading/Signing

HEARTHSTONE RETIREMENT COMMUNITY
6720 East Green Lake Way North, Seattle 98103
Coordinator: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443

5:15 PM arrival
5:30 PM
Reading/Signing

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
4326 University Way NE, Seattle, WA 98105
Coordinator: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 – KIRKLAND, WA

6:30 PM arrival
7:00 PM
Reading/Signing

PARKPLACE BOOKS
348 Parkplace Center, Kirkland, WA 98033
Coordinator: Rebecca Willow, 425-828-6546

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 – BELLINGHAM, WA

2:30 PM PICK UP: A private car will pick up from home to take you to and from the following event. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630141)

6:00 PM arrival
7:00 PM
Reading/Signing

VILLAGE BOOKS
1200 Eleventh Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
Coordinator: Christina Claassen, 360-671-2626

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 – SEATTLE, WA

Jan, an associate of Gail DiRe, will help you with this event today.

7:00 PM
SKYPE EVENT WITH KING’S ENGLISH
Coordinator: Jennifer Adams, 801-484-9100
The SLC Humanities Council is partnering with King’s English to host this event, which will take place in conjunction with the annual Salt Lake City Book Festival.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 20 – SEATTLE, WA (tentative booking date...exact times to come)
Driving Directions to KTBC Studios (2320 S. 19th Street, Tacoma) from I-5 South:
Take exit 132B for Washington 16 W toward Bremerton
Take exit 1A for Sprague Avenue
Merge onto South Sprague Avenue
Turn left onto South 19th Street – Destination will be on the left.
Visitor Parking is just off the street in front of the studio’s main entrance.

TK arrival
(Tacoma Public TV)

TK taping time
Taped in Studio
360-970-9662
Air-Date: TK

INTERVIEW: “WELL READ” / KTBC-TV

2320 S. 19th Street, Tacoma
Coordinator: Mike Bay, 360-725-3981 or
360-970-9662
Studio Phone: 253-680-7700
Host: Terry Tazioli

Dress code: The set backdrop is a coffee shop theme, so feel free to dress casually. Because they do not show well on camera, please avoid wearing shirts that are plain white, stripes or plaid.

When you arrive: You can relax in the lobby until either Mike Bay or a colleague comes to get you. A light powder will be applied before taping begins.

Taping format: This interview will run approximately 18 minutes.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

Note: You have a space saved for you near the attendant booth of the library’s parking lot.

5:30 PM—6:30 PM
RECEPTION
Private Reception/Signing
98104

LIBRARY FOUNDATION AUTHORS CIRCLE
Seattle Central Library, 000 Fourth Avenue, Seattle
Washington Mutual Foundation Meeting Room, Level 4, Room 1
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or cell 206-898-5316

Chris will meet you in the lobby upon your arrival for this private reception. This event will give Library Foundation and Authors Circle members a chance to chat with you in a casual atmosphere, as well as to have their books signed. No formal remarks are necessary.

7:00 PM
Public Reading/Signing

READING & SIGNING
Seattle Central Library, Microsoft Auditorium
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or cell 206-898-5316
BOOKSTORE CONTACT: Rick Simonson, 206-624-6600
• This reading and signing is open to the public. Elliott Bay Books will be handling book sales during this portion of the event. Chris Higashi is willing to reserve seats in the front row for your guests. Please let us know how many.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 – SEATTLE, WA

Terra Communications Speaking Event – Ivan has details
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 – FLY TO SAN FRANCISCO

9:30 AM PICK UP: A private car will take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630145)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 310
12:00 PM Depart Seattle Tacoma
2:05 PM Arrive San Francisco
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

2:05 PM PICK UP: The driver of your private call will pick you up from the arrivals area to take you to your hotel. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630195)

HOTEL: THE ARGONAUT
495 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA 94109
415-563-0800 Tel.
Confirmation#: CISU9ET
Night 1 of 3 night stay

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4 – SAN FRANCISCO, CA

8:30 AM tentatively scheduled PICK UP: David Golia or one of his associates will take you to your events today.

9:30 AM arrival
10:30 AM NCIBA ADULT AUTHOR COFFEE EVENT
South San Francisco Conference Center
255 South Airport Boulevard, South San Francisco,
CA 94080
Coordinator: Hut Landon, 415-561-7686 or hut@nciba.com
As you’ve already discussed with Hut, you should arrive at around 9:30 AM to pre-sign 100+ books for booksellers attending this event.
Please plan to discuss Sweet Thunder for approximately 15 minutes. Other authors joining you on this panel so far are Wally Lamb and Kim Stanley Robinson.

5:30 PM arrival
6:00 PM BOOK PASSAGE
1 Ferry Building, San Francisco, CA 94111
Coordinator: Karen West, 415-927-0960 x238

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4 – SAN FRANCISCO, CA (continued)
HOTEL: THE ARGONAUT
495 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA 94109
415-563-0800 Tel.
Confirmation#: CISU9ET
Night 2 of 3 night stay

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5 – CORTE MADERA, CA

12:00 PM tentatively scheduled PICK UP: David Golia or one of his associates will take you to your appointments today.

12:45 PM arrival
1:00 PM
Reading/Signing

BOOK PASSAGE
51 Tamal Vista Boulevard, Corte Madera, CA 94925
Coordinator: Karen West, 415-927-0960 x238

HOTEL: THE ARGONAUT
495 Jefferson Street, San Francisco CA 94109
415-563-0800 Tel.
Confirmation#: CISU9ET
Last night of 3 night stay

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 – PORTLAND, OR

7:00 AM PICK UP: A private car will be waiting for you outside of your hotel to take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630146)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2500
9:10 AM Depart San Francisco
11:08 AM Arrive Portland
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

11:08 AM PICK UP– Media escort Kevin Sprager (503-504-3813) will pick you up from the arrivals area to take you to your hotel. He will also assist you throughout tonight’s PNBA event.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 – PORTLAND, OR (continued)

HOTEL: THE WESTIN
750 Southwest Alder Street, Portland, OR 97205
503-294-9000 Tel.
Confirmation: C205655685
Night 1 of 2 night stay

5:30 PM  
PRE-SIGNING COPIES OF SWEET THUNDER
Portland 97220
Coordinator: Thom Chambliss, 541-683-4363
Riverhead will have provided 100 copies of Sweet Thunder for this event. You will be pre-signing as many copies as time allows beforehand, and you can sign the remaining balance during the signing portion of your panel discussion.

6:30 PM – 8:30 PM  
PNBA “FLIGHT NIGHT NW CLASSICS”
DINNER
Panel & Signing
Coordinator: Thom Chambliss, 541-683-4363
Jane Kirkpatrick (One Glorious Ambition) and Barry Lopez (Home Ground) will be joining you in this conversation about becoming prize backlist authors, moderated by bookseller TK. The event schedule for tonight is organized as follows:
6:30 PM – Buffet dinner
7:00 PM – Panel discussion begins
7:45 PM – Signing

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 – PORTLAND, OR

6:15 PM PICK UP – Media escort Kevin Sprager (503-504-3813) will pick you up from your hotel and take you to the following event.

6:30 PM arrival
7:30 PM
Reading/Signing

HOTEL: THE WESTIN
750 Southwest Alder Street, Portland, OR 97205
503-294-9000 Tel.
Confirmation: C205655685
Last night of 2 night stay

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 – FLY BACK HOME

6:45 AM PICK UP – A private car will meet you in front of your hotel to take you to the airport this morning. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation#: 630147)

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2128
8:45 AM Depart Portland
9:35 AM Arrive Seattle Tacoma
Ivan Confirmation#: GEYPHI
Carol Confirmation#: PBSTOK

9:35 AM PICK UP: The driver of your private car will meet you at the baggage carousel to take you home. (Dispatch Tel: 800-421-9494; Confirmation #: 630148)

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

5:00 PM arrival

SEATTLE LITCRAWL LITERARY FESTIVAL

6:00 PM—7:00 PM
From Town Hall Seattle, 1119 8th Avenue, Seattle, WA
98101
Reading/Discussion/Q&A
Coordinators: Stesha Brandon, 206-652-4255 x12
Jane Hodges, 206-937-5643

Please arrive around 5:00 PM to pre-sign copies of Sweet Thunder for this event, which is free and open to the public. Mary Ann Gwinn of the Seattle Times will be your conversation partner.

Elliott Bay Book Company will be handling book sales at this event.
ALREADY DONE

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31 - SEATTLE, WA

1:00 PM  
Print by Phone  
*KIRKUS REVIEWS FEATURE INTERVIEW*
Greg will call you at home, 206-542-6658  
Interviewer: Greg McNamee, 520-615-7955

THURSDAY, AUGUST 8 - SEATTLE, WA

3:00 PM—3:30 PM  
Print by Phone  
*THE BILLINGS GAZETTE*
Jaci will call you at home, 206-542-6658  
Interviewer: Jaci Webb, 406-657-1359

FRIDAY, AUGUST 9 - SEATTLE, WA

Driving Directions to KUOW Studios (4518 University Way Northeast, Seattle) from I-5 South:
Take exit 169 toward NE 50th Street  
Head east on 50th Street toward Brooklyn Avenue NE.  
Turn right onto Brooklyn and 1.5 blocks to the University District parking lot (which will be a large blue sign with a yellow “P”).

Parking and Studio Arrival:
Please park in Lot #10, located across from the DECA Hotel.  
**DO NOT PRE-PAY FOR PARKING**, even though you will see signs that will ask you to do so. KUOW will provide tokens after your interview to take back to the parking lot after your visit.
After you park, walk through the Dollar Tree store to University Way. KUOW is located near the middle of the block on the opposite side of the street.  
The door for KUOW is next door to the Urban Outfitters store. There is no large signage on the building, so look for a glass door with a KUOW sticker affixed to it. Please press 1 on the call box to the left of that door.
Take the elevator to the 3rd floor (Suite 310) and check in at the front desk.

11:45 AM arrival  
NOON—12:45 PM  
Seattle  
Taped via ISDN  
*WNYC AM & FM / BOOK SHOW*
From KUOW studio, 4518 University Way Northeast,  
Host: Joe Donahue, 800-323-9262 x110  
Studio coordinator: Doug Paterson, 206-930-9380  
Sarah LaDuke, 800-323-9296 x139

FRIDAY, AUGUST 16 - SEATTLE, WA

Please see above for driving/parking directions to KUOW.

9:45 AM arrival  
*SPOKANE PUBLIC RADIO / THE BOOKSHELF*
Hi, Glory. The tweaked version of the book trailer is indeed better, looks good to us. We'll get it posted on ivandoig.com. And the Book Riot mention is more good news. Needless to say, I love the Daily Beast stuff. And they're going to review the book, right? They actually did the best job on Bartender's Tale.

I celebrated publication day by signing up three-fourths of a loaded book cart of Thunders at Third Place -- close to a hundred books, and we're saving the rest for the night of the event. Both Robert Sindelar, the store manager there, and Mark Mouser, his counterpart at University Book Store, told me there doesn't seem to be much local fiction competition this Fall, unlike last year, which they said should be great for our book.

I mailed the bookplates to The King's English.

A couple of schedule details: we'll drive ourselves to U Book Store, and Eileen is in charge of us then. And at the Portland airport, Kevin should meet us here we come out of the terminal area past security, instead of at baggage claim--it's much quicker, closer to parking, he and I have done it a number of times.

And another: Let's do another go-round on the San Francisco hotel, please. Carol and I do know the city, and we are trying to get where we can walk to interesting places, with some park grass, places to sit, and so on--the Union Square-Post Street area doesn't offer that, it is in fact a part of town that's tough for me to get around on amid downtown crowds and relentless concrete sidewalks. The Argonaut we especially chose it for its location, even though we are not otherwise fans of Kimpton hotels. We do want to be reasonable, too, so how about if we bring your accommodations within budget by personally picking up the tab the third night at the Argonaut, since it's largely our decision to stay on in SF? Two beds, top floor, full Bay view, if as we hope this will make everyone happy, budgetwise and travelwise.

Best,
Ivan

On Aug 21, 2013, at 7:14 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

--
Hi Ivan – As promised, here’s a link to the finished Sweet Thunder book trailer. Feel free to post it on IvanDoig.com:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfnLfAWmPIM
We’ll start pushing it through all of our online channels, and I’ll make sure to encourage the stores to play it during your events.

Yesterday’s Daily Beast book bag is getting a ton of social media traffic! And here is a nice mention of the book in BookRiot.com’s new releases column: http://bit.ly/1bSReJ0

All best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Glory, good morning, after a good weekend for the home team with the NY 1 news and the very nice Seattle Times review with the valuable full list of my local appearances. Well done again, Mary Ann Gwinn!

I fired off Carol's travel info to you first thing, and I have a bit of a list of other things:

--We like the trailer. As soon as it's in final form, please link it to our webmaster so she can put it on ivandoig.com. Her address: csolle66@gmail.com

--The interview with Nancy Roth went OK—pretty loose, but I think it's a half hour of good airtime in a worthwhile market.

--I am set for this afternoon's pair of phone interviews.

--To get us a jump on signed-book sales when the book hits the shelves tomorrow, I've gone around and signed up stock at the University Book Store—146 copies—and at the Edmonds Bookshop, where I signed up the pre-orders Mary Kay had and 60 of her stock. Tomorrow I'm going to Third Place to sign up a bunch of stock for them—all in all, we'll have 250-300 signed books our there in prime stores ahead of time.

--The King's English bookplates are signed and ready to go. How about if I just package them securely and mail 'em to the store, charging it off as a tour expense? By the way, I'm fine with their decision to move the Skype event to the store, it should make for a better audience feel for all concerned.

--I talked with Hut Landon of the Northern California Booksellers about what he wants, and it's a straightforward 15-minutes about Sweet Thunder, so I'll get that together. The other participants are Wally Lamb and sci-fi writer Kim Stanley Robinson, and Hut probably unjokingly said he's looking for a fresh-faced woman author to balance off against us grayhairs. I know you'll be refining the schedule with him—it's already somewhat different from our original info. The brunch is at 10:30, and he'd like me there an hour ahead of time to sign books for the attendees, likely 100 or so.

--And from an earlier phone conversation with Thom Chambliss, I similarly should arrive at PNBA by about 5:30 to sign books ahead of the 6:30 start of dinner etc.

All for now. Best, Ivan

PS: Our emails are crisscrossing, so I've left this one as is, and thanks for the good news about the Denver and Edmonds pieces.
Here are responses to some of your travel queries, Glory.

Carol will be making this entire trip. We prefer aisle seats across from each other when possible. Our Alaska mileage #s: Ivan 34773852. Carol 33122681.

Our full names and birth dates:
   Ivan Clark Doig, June 27, 1939.
   Carol Dean Doig, July 24, 1933.

AIR

*Note: Because of the parking situation at SeaTac, and the high price, we've been taking a car service (Carey) to and from the airport. It would help if we could do that on this trip, too.

October 3.   SEA/SFO. Alaska Flight 318 looks good. Need escort to hotel.

October 6.   SFO/PDX. We've opted for Sunday morning. Alaska (Horizon) Flight 2500, leaving SFO at 9:10 a.m. and arriving Portland 11:08 is OK. We should be met and taken downtown to our hotel (see below).

October 8.   PDX/SEA. Alaska (Horizon) Flight 2172, leaving PDX at 9:30 am and arriving SEA at 10:21 am.

HOTELS

Argonaut, a Kimpton hotel, preferred in San Francisco, as it's within walking distance of many attractions and we won't have our own car. Top floor, two beds and full bay view, please. Use my Kimpton membership for early arrival.

Westin is OK in Portland. Two beds, and early arrival, please. If they can't handle early arrival, try the Paramount.

That's a start, anyway.

Best,
Carol

I appreciate the opportunity.
Hi Ivan and Carol – A few items to run past you today:

1) Here’s a link to the first cut of your book trailer! FYI that we’re already making the below changes, but if you see anything else that you’d like changed or added, please let me know as early as possible tomorrow morning. Apologies for the rush on this one, but the video person needs to work on it over the weekend, and then I’ll need next week to distribute it to the bookstores.

Changes in First Frame
Publisher’s Weekly instead of Publisher’s Weekly (remove apostrophe)
Additional period before the ellipses so it reads: “[A] stirring tale of greed, corruption, and the power of past sins. ...

Changes in Second Frame
For the first quote (Library Journal), rebreak so that “A treasure of a novel” lands on one line and bold it.
For the second quote (Kirkus) add a period after “trade” followed by an ellipses so that it reads: "[A] marvelously atmospheric portrait of the bygone newspaper trade. ...

Changes in Third Frame
Italicize “Shane” and cut “A stirring tale” so that it reads: ”Think Shane but with dueling journalists instead of gunfighters.”
–Smooth the transition from music to voiceover. Start to fade out at 35 seconds so that it isn’t such an abrupt shift.
–Swap out photo number 4 for the photograph of Ivan at the typewriter.

2) After some discussion, the folks at King’s English think it’s best to move your Skype event on 9/19 from the local library to the bookstore. Because you’ll be on-screen, they feel it’ll be much easier for people to see you in a more intimate venue. The event will still be promoted by the SLC Humanities Council as part of the annual book festival, so there won’t be a loss of audience there. I’ve attached an updated listed of your tour events to this email, with the new King’s English details in red for your website.

3) Also attached here is an updated schedule for tomorrow and next week. As a reminder you have your interview with Nancy Roth tomorrow morning at KUOW. I’ve added a new phoner with the Great Falls Tribune to Monday afternoon, following your existing Independent Record interview.

4) And finally we have some travel options for you and Carol to look over. Below are the most fitting flight options, with a couple that I recommend highlighted in yellow. But of course we’ll go with whichever you prefer. To clarify, please let me know which trips Carol plans to join you on so that our travel agent knows to book two seats side-by-side. And if Carol does plan to travel with you, we’ll also need her full name (as it appears on her driver’s license) and full date of birth for airport security purposes!

All for now, I believe. More tour details and media stuff to come.
Hi Ivan – This just in: SWEET THUNDER is an NY1-TV August book pick! They’ll talk about the book along with a couple of other book picks in a segment scheduled to air several times throughout this weekend.

Not sure if you’re familiar with NY1, but it’s New York City’s main local 24-hour news network that reaches over 2 million homes throughout NYC’s five boroughs. Lots of New Yorkers will hear about you this weekend! Will send you the video link once it’s available.

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Hi, Glory, we just caught up with your last message this morn. The trailer looks great to us, we see no problem--any fine tuning we leave to you and Becky.

As we have to get out of here early this morning for KUOW and Nancy Roth, the rest of your message we'll digest over the weekend and get back to you about travel logistics etc.

By popular demand--mine and the bookstoes'--today begins the Sweet Thunder signings, as Carol and I go down the street from KUOW to sign up stock at the University Bookstore; tomorrow, to the Edmonds Book Shop to do the same, and then to Third Place on Tuesday. So, by pub date, we'll have a bunch of signed books on the counters. The Edmonds Book Shop has 150 copies, which must give it more Sweet Thunders per square foot than any other store on the planet. Excelsior!

More on Monday and anon. Have a good weekend.
Ivan

---

On Aug 15, 2013, at 3:24 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan and Carol -- A few items to run past you today:

1) Here's a link to the first cut of your book trailer! FYI that we're already making the below changes, but if you see anything else that you'd like changed or added, please let me know as early as possible tomorrow morning. Apologies for the rush on this one, but the video person needs to work on it over the weekend, and then I'll need next week to distribute it to the bookstores.

Changes in First Frame
Publishers Weekly instead of Publisher's Weekly (remove apostrophe)
Additional period before the ellipses so it reads: "[A] stirring tale of greed, corruption, and the power of past sins. ..."

Changes in Second Frame
For the first quote (Library Journal), rebreak so that "A treasure of a novel!" lands on one line and bold it.
For the second quote (Kirkus) add a period after "trade" followed by an ellipses so that it reads: "[A] marvelously atmospheric portrait of the bygone newspaper trade. ..."

Changes in Third Frame
Italicize "Shane" and cut "A stirring tale" so that it reads: "Think Shane but with dueling journalists instead of gunfighters." -Smooth the transition from music to voiceover. Start to fade out at 35 seconds so that it isn't such an abrupt shift.
-Swap out photo number 4 for the photograph of Ivan at the typewriter.

2) After some discussion, the folks at King's English think it's best to move your Skype event on 9/19 from the local library to the bookstore. Because you'll be on-screen, they feel it'll be much easier for people to see you in a more intimate venue. The event will still be promoted by the SLC Humanities Council as part of the annual book festival, so there won't be a loss of audience there. I've attached an updated listed of your tour events to this email, with the new King's English details in red for your website.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 24 – EDMONDS, WA

11:30 AM arrival
EDMONDS BOOKSHOP
12:00 PM
111 5th Avenue South Edmonds, WA 98020
Reading/Signing
Coordinator: Mary Kay Sneeringer, 425-775-2789

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27 – LAKE FOREST PARK, WA

6:30 PM arrival
THIRD PLACE BOOKS
7:00 PM
17171 Bothell Way NE, Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
Reading/Signing
Coordinator: Wendy Manning, 206-366-33616

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 – SEATTLE, WA

Transport to and from the following events TK

TIME TK
MERRILGARDENS RETIREMENT HOME
4611 35th Avenue SW, Seattle, WA 98126

5:00 PM arrival
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
5:30 PM
4326 University Way NE, Seattle, WA 98105
Reading/Signing
Coordinator: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 – KIRKLAND, WA

6:30 PM arrival
PARKPLACE BOOKS
7:00 PM
348 Parkplace Center, Kirkland, WA 98033
Reading/Signing
Coordinator: Rebecca Willow, 425-828-6546

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 – BELLENGHAM, WA

HOTEL: THE CHANNEL LODGE
205 N. First Street, La Conner, WA 98257
Phone: 360-466-1500
Confirmation: TK
Room 110 confirmed; 1 night stay only

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17 – BELLINGHAM, WA (continued)
6:30 PM arrival
7:00 PM
Reading/Signing

VILLAGE BOOKS
1200 Eleventh Street, Bellingham, WA 98225
Coordinator: Christina Claassen, 360-671-2626

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 – SEATTLE, WA

Gail DiRe or Seattle escort TK

7:00 PM
SKYPE EVENT WITH KING’S ENGLISH
Coordinator: Jennifer Adams, 801-484-9100
This event will take place at the main branch of the Salt Lake City Public Library.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

Note: You have a space saved for you near the attendant booth of the library’s parking lot.

6:00 PM [More Details TK] LIBRARY FOUNDATION & AUTHOR CIRCLE
RECEPTION
Private Reception/Signing
Seattle Central Library, SirsiDynix Gallery
1000 Fourth Avenue, Seattle 98104
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or cell 206-898-5316
Chris will meet you in the lobby upon your arrival for this private reception. This event will give Library Foundation and Author Circle members a chance to chat with you in a casual atmosphere, as well as to have their books signed. No formal remarks are necessary.

7:00 PM
Public Reading/Signing

READING & SIGNING
Seattle Central Library, Microsoft Auditorium
Coordinator: Chris Higashi, direct 206-386-4650 or cell 206-898-5316
Bookstore contact: Rick Simonson, 206-624-6600 x119
This reading and signing is open to the public. Elliott Bay Books will be handling book sales during this portion of the event. Chris Higashi has reserved three seats in the front row for your guests.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 – SEATTLE, WA

Terra Communications Speaking Event – Ivan has details
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 – FLY TO SAN FRANCISCO?

Car or escort TK

Possible Hotel: Argonaut (Notes: 4TH floor + Carol’s loyalty program number)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4 – SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Car or escort TK

10:30 AM arrival
11:00 AM

NCIBA ADULT AUTHOR COFFEE EVENT
details TK

15 min abt Sweet Thunder

5:30 PM arrival
6:00 PM
Reading/Signing

BOOK PASSAGE
1 Ferry Building, San Francisco, CA 94111
Coordinator: Karen West, 415-927-0960 x238

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5 – CORTE MADERA, CA

Car or escort TK

12:45 PM arrival
1:00 PM
Reading/Signing

BOOK PASSAGE
51 Tamal Vista Boulevard, Corte Madera, CA 94925
Coordinator: Karen West, 415-927-0960 x238

FLY TO PORTLAND TONIGHT? Car or escort TK

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6 – PORTLAND, OR

FLY TO PORTLAND THIS MORNING? Car or escort TK

6:30 PM—8:30 PM

PNBA (Details to be added)
Coordinator: Thom Chambliss, 541-683-4363

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7 – PORTLAND, OR
Car or escort TK

7:00 PM arrival
7:30 PM
Reading/Signing

POWELL'S CITY OF BOOKS
1005 W. Burnside, Portland, OR 97209
Coordinator: Jeremy Garber, 503-228-4651 x5855

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 – FLY BACK HOME

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24 – SEATTLE, WA

5:30 PM arrival
6:00 PM
98101
Reading
Q&A / Signing

SEATTLE LITQUAKE LITERARY FESTIVAL
From Town Hall Seattle, 1119 8th Avenue, Seattle, WA
Coordinators: Stesha Brandon, 206-652-4255 x12

Riverhead Books Contacts
Glory Plata
212-366-2575 (office)
917-723-6586 (cell)

SWEET THUNDER by Ivan Doig
Media Schedule
As of DATE @ "MMMM d, yyyy"
July 16, 2013

Ivan Doig
206-542-6658 (home)
206-200-4143 (cell)
Hi Ivan -

No problem regarding B'ham escort! Does Carey work with Gail DiRe? If so I can request him through her, unless you happen to have Carey's contact info handy.

Mike Bay is looking through his schedule to see when you can come into tape "Well Read," so I'll make sure to lock in an 11am tape time once he comes back to with dates.

Yes, the LitQuakers did let me know that they've had to replace Nancy for Mary Ann. All things considering I think Mary Ann is a fine choice! And just yesterday she confirmed that the Seattle Times will definitely review Sweet Thunder later this month.

Very interesting ideas there for ATC...I think the John Graves story would be of most interest to them, so I'll see what they say about that!

Speaking of writing on spec, Ivan, the Great Falls Tribune got in touch with me last night to gauge your interest in a somewhat regular column gig called "My Montana" for their paper. I'll send you more details in a separate email, but it's of course optional.

I pitched the Edmonds launch event idea to Marilyn Dahl, who thinks it would be a fabulous story. She's in turn pitching it to her boss, and she hopes to have a final yes or no by next week. If her boss green lights the article, a writer would be assigned to interview both you and MaryKay Sniegier of Edmonds.

Lastly, today I'll be shipping 100 Riverhead bookplates to you to sign for the King's English Skype event. Let me know when you're finished with them, and then we can figure out the best way to get the package to King's.

All best,
Glory

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 7:08 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Cc: Rudd, Lily N; Saletan, Rebecca
Subject: various Thunder stuff
Hi, Glory. Sorry I haven't managed to get to this until so late in the day, but I think there's nothing that won't hold until next week, if need be. First of all, yeah, you're right, overall the NYJB review is positive, with a nice pull quote (although I don't think it's one of our prime ones) although the reviewer didn't get some angles of the book. Good enough, and onward to some logistical matters and a thought.

--Village Books, Bellingham: since we're dropping (regretfully, but we can't do 'em all anymore) the lighter-selling Anacortes store the next day, let's do B'ham using Carey or an escort, back to Seattle that same night, instead of the usual pricey Channel Lodge overnight and meals the next day. Carol and I will need to get to Bellingham by 5, to get some dinner in us and do some preliminary book signing. If it's an escort is, we request a fairly sizable comfortable car for the sake of our aging backs and other parts, as the roundtrip mounts to at least 3 1/2 hour in a car.

--"Well Read": if they're still doing the TV show at the same place in Tacoma, Carol and I can get ourselves there but need a time slot similar to last time, 11 AM or so if possible, on account of traffic. From where we live, we have to go through all the freeway traffic of both Seattle and Tacoma.

--The LitQuakers may or may not have confessed to you yet that they bait-and-switched us on Nancy Pearl as my interviewer and co-star. How she now has a sched conflict after supposedly been lined up for us is passing strange, but the upshot is appearing with Mary Ann Gwinn, never a bad thing; we did great together at the Kirkland bookfest last year, so that's that.

--Now the thought, actually a wild-card idea which you folks will have to decide whether it's worth pursuing. Last night on "All Things Considered" their movie critic, Bob Mondello, did a lovely reminiscence of what his local library meant to him as a kid, in what the show touted as a summer series on libraries. Not only do we have library and librarian stuff running out our ears in Sweet Thunder, but I have loads of library tales I've delivered in talks to librarian's groups. Some points if you think it worthwhile to approach the show about an on-air essay or interview:

--My book-mad Butte librarian Sandison is (very loosely) based on an actual rancher-vigilante historical figure, Granville Stuart, who ended up as the Butte librarian. Colorful material there.

--My essay/interview "take" on an indelible library is not the usual nostalgic one from a youngster's point of view, but from when I was in the Air Force during the Cuban missile crisis and the base library was my refuge. As I wrote about it in This House of Sky, as the B-52 bombers roared overhead and all the talk was of nuclear war, I "discovered that sergeants who would have stormed Iwo Jima with a cheese perer would not come near the place." I read (still have the book list) and wrote, and one of the bonuses was coming across the classic Texas book, Goodbye to a River, by John Graves (who died just recently), and when I became a recognized writer that led to a literary correspondence for awhile with John, quite an elegant stylist, who opined that he figured I shared with him "an uneconomic, tyrannical, & sometimes frustrated compulsion to say a few things worth saying in words that say them right." In short, a valued relationship with a literary peer, hatched in that barracks-spawn clapboard base library.

--On a classier level, I've researched my books in dozens of libraries from Yale to Sitka, the British Museum to the Bancroft Library at UCAl Berkeley, with many tales of library finds and memorable librarians, if the topic were to be the roundtrip of library-gained lore back onto those library shelves where books line up nobly--Dickens, Doig, Dostoevsky...

If you pursue this, I do have the same caveat as on articles anymore, that it can't be on spec, has to be an assignment. I simply have too many presentations (PNBA, NCIB, etc.) to write to chance anything that isn't definite. If NPR wants a producer to talk to me to help decide on my radio voice and material, fine, but there are these preliminary points in my (our) favor: my voice and delivery is considered good enough that I'm an Audie winner for my reading of A River Runs Through It, and I have written to time limits ever since I was a radio-TV news major at Northwestern an eon ago.

Sorry for the length of this, but it seemed there was considerable territory to be covered. Talk to you as need be.-- Ivan
From: "Plata, Glory" <Glory.Plata@us.penguingroup.com>
Subject: FW: Great Falls Tribune column
Date: August 9, 2013 7:02:27 AM PDT
To: "carol doig" <cddoig@comcast.net>

So, Ivan, the email below is the Great Falls Tribune's original request. I asked Matt for more specific information (about word count, deadlines, etc), and he included the following:

I'm thinking about 700 words or so but that really is flexible. Let's set an Aug. 19 deadline if that seems realistic. That way it would appear in print on Aug. 25, right around the book release. Again, that's also flexible. I would love to run a column once a month from him but if that's too much of a commitment we could do every other month, or whatever he's comfortable with. We're more than happy to work around his needs.

I'm not sure how you feel about writing for these folks regularly (without payment, I'm assuming). If this isn't something you want to keep doing, I can propose to Matt that you can write this one article for the book's release, and then politely decline continuing on after that. There is a chance he'll pull out altogether since it seems he's looking for a consistent voice for the page, but from a publicity standpoint this is not a huge thing to lose in terms of promoting the book. As a trade off I'll push him for a review, or offer him a Q&A with you. Does that sound about right?

Thanks,
Glory

From: Ochsner, Matt [mailto:mochsner@greatfallstribune.com]
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 7:19 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: Great Falls Tribune column

Glory,

My name is Matt Ochsner, and I'm the features editor at the Great Falls Tribune. One of the features sections I oversee each week is the My Montana section.

One page in this section highlights Montana arts and music. I would like to add a book element to this page as well. Missoula artist Monte Dolack and Chester musician Phil Aaberg each write a monthly column for the section, and I was inquiring to see if Ivan would have any interest in writing a column for the page, too.

The content of the column would be up to him. Aaberg and Dolack write a lot about the creative process and how Montana inspires their work. They also talk about projects they're currently working on.

I would be happy to send copies of the My Montana sections if you would like and can answer any questions. We would love to have Ivan contribute to this section.

Thanks for your time,
Matt Ochsner
Features Editor
Great Falls Tribune
791-6532
Glory, good morning--Just real quick to tell you the Joe D. show interview went slick; he and I buzzed right through the half hour or so without stopping.

Will get back to you about other stuff such as what we do about the GF Trib if anything, but probably not today. Am here, though, to respond to anything you have cooking.

Best,
Ivan
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 – TRAVEL FROM SEATTLE TO SAN FRANCISCO

(NOTE: You don’t have any events today, so these flight options give you the most time to relax before and after the flight. If you prefer, I can also look into morning departures that will get you to SF in the early afternoon.)

01:55p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
04:01p San Francisco CA, USA via Alaska Airl 318

02:35p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
04:47p San Francisco CA, USA via Alaska Airl 314

03:35p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
05:40p San Francisco CA, USA via Alaska Airl 304

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5 – BOOK PASSAGE EVENT / TRAVEL TO PORTLAND

(NOTE: Your Book Passage Corte Madera event begins at 1pm. I estimate you’ll be wrapped up by 3pm, and I will make sure the store managers get out on time. FYI it takes ~1hr to drive to the airport from the store…if this feels too risky, we can also fly you into Portland the following morning, 10/6)

06:05p San Francisco CA, USA
07:45p Portland OR, USA United Airl 5576

07:30p San Francisco CA, USA
09:11p Portland OR, USA United Airl 1483

08:15p San Francisco CA, USA
09:45p Portland OR, USA Alaska Airl 235

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8 – TRAVEL FROM PORTLAND TO SEATTLE

(NOTE: You don’t have any events today.)

09:30a Portland OR, USA
10:21a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 2172

10:30a Portland OR, USA

11:30a Portland OR, USA

12:30p Portland OR, USA
01:20p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 2624

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
Hi, Glory. I can do the Donahue interview at 12 Seattle time on Friday, August 9, OK?

Best,
Ivan

On Jul 31, 2013, at 11:06 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan - Thanks for the update! I'll plug the Nancy Roth interview into your schedule, and check to see what’s possible with other KUOW programs. I have a note in with Jaci at the Billings Gazette to see if she's available to call you on August 19, so more on that soon.

Regarding your interview with Joe Donahue at WNYC, it looks like he needs to reschedule. Are you free on either August 8 or 9 at 11am or noon Seattle time to do the interview from KUOW?

Thanks,
Glory

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig <cddoig@comcast.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:09 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: sched

Hi, Glory. Duly noted about the schedule of the Kirkus-WNYC-Helena interviews you sent. It all looks fine, although if KUOW would refresh me on the parking and buzzing-in situation, that'd be good.

Couple of things from my end:
--Nancy Roth and I settled on Friday, Aug. 16, 10 AM, for the interview via KUOW. Same routine as for WNYC.

Any chance one of the KUOW hosts might take the hint of seeing me coming and going to be interviewed transcontinentially, Spokane to New York, and put me on the air here in actual Seattle? I think Steve Sher may be on sabbatical, but the others...?
--Jackie Webb of the Billings Gazette said, months ago, she wanted to arrange an interview, and let's see if we can bump that into action. Can you try her for Monday, Aug. 19, 2 PM Seattle time, i.e. after the Helena interview while my notes are still hot and steaming?

I checked with Mary Kay of the Edmonds Book Store about who ought to handle the local weekly newspaper and she said she would, plus a couple of on-line outlets she knows about. I think local knowledge is best, here. Along that line, our webmaster also does the community bulletin for our neighborhood association--600 households--and she put
Re: Jaci: let's settle on Aug. 8, 3 Seattle time.

Happy weekend if we don't talk before then

Ivan

On Aug 2, 2013, at 7:57 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

So sorry about this, Ivan, but looks like Jaci is actually leaving for vacation on the 16th (though she failed to mention that before!). She says she's free anytime August 7 and 8. What date and timeslot works for you?

Best,
Glory

From: CDDOIG [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:45 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: Re: sched

Hi, Glory--Yes, Aug. 16 after Nancy Roth would work for me if Jaci can do it at 3 Seattle time. I intend to sign up stock at the U Book Store after Nancy's interview and have some other things to do, so I won't be home until mid-afternoon.

This is quite a way down the line, but could you put me in touch (phone number as well as email, pls) with whoever is running the Northern California gig, so I can plan what I should do with my speaking slot.

Library Journal! Love them pull quotes! And USA Today is another break. Just curious: who's the editor there now--no longer Bob Mintzheimer, is it?

Best,
Ivan

From: "Glory Plata" <Glory.Plata@us.penguin.com>
To: "carol doig" <cddoig@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:06:13 AM
Subject: RE: sched

Ivan - Turns out Jaci Webb is on vacation during the week of August 19. She's free to do this anytime the week of August 12, so would you like to tack the phone call on to August 16, either before or after your 10am meeting with Nancy Roth?

Best,
Glory

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:09 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: sched

Hi, Glory. Duly noted about the schedule of the Kirkus-WNYC-Helena
Hi, Glory--Yes, Aug. 16 after Nancy Roth would work for me if Jaci can do it at 3 Seattle time. I intend to sign up stock at the U Book Store after Nancy's interview and have some other things to do, so I won't be home until mid-afternoon.

This is quite a way down the line, but could you put me in touch (phone number as well as email, pls) with whoever is running the Northern California gig, so I can plan what I should do with my speaking slot.

Library Journal! Love them pull quotes! And USA Today is another break. Just curious: who's the editor there now--no longer Bob Mintzheimer, is it?

Best,
Ivan

From: "Glory Plata" <Glory.Plata@us.penguin.com>
To: "carol doig" <cddoig@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:06:13 AM
Subject: RE: sched

Ivan - Turns out Jaci Webb is on vacation during the week of August 19. She's free to do this anytime the week of August 12, so would you like to tackle the phone call on to August 16, either before or after your 10am meeting with Nancy Roth?

Best,
Glory

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:09 PM
To: Plata, Glory
Subject: sched

Hi, Glory. Duly noted about the schedule of the Kirkus-WNYC-Helena interviews you sent. It all looks fine, although if KUOW would refresh me on the parking and buzzing-in situation, that'd be good.

Couple of things from my end:
--Nancy Roth and I settled on Friday, Aug. 16, 10 AM, for the interview via KUOW. Same routine as for WNYC.

Any chance one of the KUOW hosts might take the hint of seeing me coming and going to be interviewed transcontinentally, Spokane to New York, and put me on the air here in actual Seattle? I think Steve Sher may be on sabbatical, but the others...?

--Jackie Webb of the Billings Gazette said, months ago, she wanted to arrange an interview, and let's see if we can bump that into action. Can you try her for Monday, Aug. 19, 2 PM Seattle time, i.e. after the Helena interview while my notes are still hot and steaming?
Hi, Glory--hey, this looks like a good one. Your reward for not the easiest day, huh? I'll take Aug. 7, and if the choice of timeslot is entirely mine, 10 AM PST at KUOW after traffic has settled down. If that doesn't fit with Joe, I can adjust my timing.

Best,
Ivan

On Jul 25, 2013, at 1:56 PM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan — Apologies for the slew of emails coming your way today. This one is in regards to a nice interview request from Joe Donahue of WNYC's nationally broadcast "Book Show" program. All of our biggest authors do this show, so it's terrific to know he's interested in the book.

Are you free on August 7, 8, or 9 between 9am-Noon PST to do a 40-minute in-studio interview? Joe is looking into taping this from the Seattle KUOW studio (which he is arranging directly). Let me know what you think, and which date/timeslot works best.

Thanks,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2375 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Hi Ivan – I hope you had a nice weekend! I wanted to send you the confirmed details of your pre-publication appointments thus far. I'm just waiting to hear from Joe Donahue and his counterpart Sarah about KUOW studio details, but the major details are included below. Let me know if you have any questions!

Best,
Glory

WEDNESDAY, JULY 31 – SEATTLE, WA

1:00 PM  KIRKUS REVIEWS FEATURE INTERVIEW
Print by Phone
Greg will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Greg McNamee, 520-615-7955

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7 – SEATTLE, WA

9:45 AM arrival
10:00 AM—10:45 AM  WNYC AM & FM / BOOK SHOW
Taped via ISDN
From KUOW studio, 4518 University Way Northeast, Seattle
Host: Joe Donahue, 800-323-9262 x110
Studio coordinator: Sarah LaDuke, number tk

MONDAY, AUGUST 19 – SEATTLE, WA

12:30 PM—1:00 PM  INDEPENDENT RECORD FEATURE INTERVIEW
Print by Phone
Marga will call you at home, 206-542-6658
Interviewer: Marga Lincoln, 406-447-4083

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Tumblr, Pinterest)
Hi, Glory. Duly noted about the schedule of the Kirkus-WNYC-Helena interviews you sent. It all looks fine, although if KUOW would refresh me on the parking and buzzing-in situation, that'd be good.

Couple of things from my end:

--Nancy Roth and I settled on Friday, Aug. 16, 10 AM, for the interview via KUOW. Same routine as for WNYC.

Any chance one of the KUOW hosts might take the hint of seeing me coming and going to be interviewed transcontinentally, Spokane to New York, and put me on the air here in actual Seattle? I think Steve Sher may be on sabbatical, but the others...

--Jackie Webb of the Billings Gazette said, months ago, she wanted to arrange an interview, and let's see if we can bump that into action. Can you try her for Monday, Aug. 19, 2 PM Seattle time, i.e. after the Helena interview while my notes are still hot and steaming?

I checked with Mary Kay of the Edmonds Book Store about who ought to handle the local weekly newspaper and she said she would, plus a couple of on-line outlets she knows about. I think local knowledge is best, here. Along that line, our webmaster also does the community bulletin for our neighborhood association--600 households--and she put in a lug for the Edmonds event in the latest newsletter which goes to everybody.

All for now. Best,
Ivan
Events List for
SWEET THUNDER
Publicity Tour

Edmonds, WA
Saturday, August 24, 12:00 PM
Edmonds Bookshop
111 5th Avenue South
Edmonds, WA 98020
425-775-2789

Lake Forest Park, WA
Tuesday, August 27, 7:00 PM
Third Place Books
17171 Bothell Way NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
206-366-3333

Seattle, WA
Saturday, September 7, 5:30 PM
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE,
Seattle, WA 98105
206-634-3400

Kirkland, WA
Tuesday, September 10, 7:00 PM
Parkplace Books
348 Parkplace Center
Kirkland, WA 98033
425-828-6546

Bellingham, WA
Tuesday, September 17, 7:00 PM
Village Books
1200 Eleventh Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
360-671-2626
Salt Lake City, UT – Special Skype Event with King’s English Bookshop
Thursday, September 19, 7:00 PM
Salt Lake City Public Library
210 E. 400 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
801-484-9100

Seattle, WA
Tuesday, September 24, 7:00 PM
Seattle Public Library - Downtown
1000 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
206-386-4650
Sponsored by Elliott Bay Book Company, 206-624-6600

San Francisco, CA
Friday, October 4; 6:00 PM
Book Passage
1 Ferry Building
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-835-1020

Corte Madera, CA
Saturday, October 5, 1:00 PM
Book Passage
51 Tamal Vista Boulevard
Corte Madera, CA 94925
415-927-0960

Portland, OR
Monday, October 7, 7:30 PM
Powell’s City of Books
1005 W. Burnside
Portland, OR 97209
503-228-4651

Seattle, WA
Thursday, October 24; TIME TK
Town Hall Seattle
Events List for
SWEET THUNDER
Publicity Tour

Edmonds, WA
Saturday, August 24, 12:00 PM
Edmonds Bookshop
111 5th Avenue South
Edmonds, WA 98020
425-775-2789

Lake Forest Park, WA
Tuesday, August 27, 7:00 PM
Third Place Books
17171 Bothell Way NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
206-366-3333

Seattle, WA
Saturday, September 7, 5:30 PM
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE,
Seattle, WA 98105
206-634-3400

Kirkland, WA
Tuesday, September 10, 7:00 PM
Parkplace Books
348 Parkplace Center
Kirkland, WA 98033
425-828-6546

Bellingham, WA
Tuesday, September 17, 7:00 PM
Village Books
1200 Eleventh Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
360-671-2626
Salt Lake City, UT – Special Skype Event with King’s English Bookshop  
Thursday, September 19, 7:00 PM  
Salt Lake City Public Library  
210 E. 400 South  
Salt Lake City, UT 84111  
801-484-9100  
More details TBD

Seattle, WA  
Tuesday, September 24, 7:00 PM  
Seattle Public Library - Downtown  
1000 Fourth Avenue  
Seattle, WA 98104  
206-386-4650  
Sponsored by Elliott Bay Book Company, 206-624-6600

Corte Madera, CA  
Saturday, October 5, 1:00 PM  
Book Passage  
51 Tamal Vista Boulevard  
Corte Madera, CA 94925  
415-927-0960

Portland, OR  
Monday, October 7, 7:30 PM  
Powell’s City of Books  
1005 W. Burnside  
Portland, OR 97209  
503-228-4651
Hi Ivan and Carol — Happy Friday! Hope you plan to get some rest and relaxing before you book tour begins on Tuesday. First I want to let you know that I pitched your Typewriter piece to the Portland Book Review. The editor there was very interested, so he’s reading the piece now for consideration. If he bites, it will run both in print and online in conjunction with your Powell’s appearance. He said he’d get back to me today and I’ll let you know what he says.

Your schedule for the coming week has not changed since I sent it to you last, so I’m just copying and pasting what should be on your itinerary:

**TUESDAY, AUGUST 21 — LAKE FOREST PARK, WA**

- 6:30 PM arrival  
- 7:00 PM Reading/Signing  
- THIRD PLACE BOOKS  
  17171 Bothell Way NE, Lake Forest Park, WA 98155  
  Coordinator: Wendy Manning, 206-366-33616

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 25 — EDMONDS, WA**

- 11:30 AM arrival  
- 12:00 PM Reading/Signing  
- EDMONDS BOOKSHOP  
  111 5th Avenue South Edmonds, WA 98020  
  Coordinator: Mary Kay Sneeringer, 425-775-2789

Shoot me a note if you have any questions, as I’m in and out of the office today.

Have a nice weekend,
Glory
Hi Ivan -- Our travel agent gave us the below travel options for your upcoming trips to Portland and Spokane. I've highlighted the flights I think work best with your schedule, allowing room for traffic and down time whenever possible. You can of course pick any departures you prefer.

I'm going to step out of the office for a bit, but feel free to call and leave a voicemail if you prefer to make your selections over the phone! I'll make sure to call you back at soonest.

All best,
Glory

**Outbound:** Friday, September 14, 2012  
From: Seattle/Tacoma WA, USA  
To: Portland OR, USA

- 10:00a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
- 10:50a Portland OR, USA Alaska Airl 2039
- 11:00a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
- 11:51a Portland OR, USA Alaska Airl 2051
- 11:01a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
- 11:48a Portland OR, USA United Airl 5299
- 12:00p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
- 12:50p Portland OR, USA Alaska Airl 2015
- 12:29p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
- 01:17p Portland OR, USA United Airl 5423
- **01:00p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US**
- **01:48p Portland OR, USA Alaska Airl 2043**

**Return:** Saturday, September 15, 2012 [Our travel agent didn't provide specific flight information here for some reason, but I'll make sure to grab that for you once we confirm a departure.]  
From: Portland OR, USA  
To: Seattle/Tacoma WA, USA

- Depart 2:30pm  
  Arrive 3:19pm Alaska

- Depart 3:30pm  
  Arrive 4:19pm Alaska

- **Depart 5:25pm**  
  **Arrive 6:15pm United**

- Depart 5:30pm  
  Arrive 6:21pm Alaska

**Outbound:** Tuesday, September 18, 2012  
From: Seattle/Tacoma WA, USA  
To: Spokane WA, USA
09:00a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
10:00a Spokane WA, USA Alaska Airl 2378

10:00a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
10:59a Spokane WA, USA Alaska Airl 2234

11:00a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
11:59a Spokane WA, USA Alaska Airl 2332

12:00p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
12:57p Spokane WA, USA Alaska Airl 684

01:00p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
02:00p Spokane WA, USA Alaska Airl 2444

02:00p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US
03:00p Spokane WA, USA Alaska Airl 2438

Return: Wednesday, September 19, 201
From: Spokane WA, USA
To: Seattle/Tacoma WA, USA

09:30a Spokane WA, USA
10:38a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 2393

10:30a Spokane WA, USA
11:38a Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 2327

11:30a Spokane WA, USA

12:30p Spokane WA, USA
01:36p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 2331

01:45p Spokane WA, USA
02:48p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 691

02:30p Spokane WA, USA
03:34p Seattle/Tacoma WA, US Alaska Airl 2495

Glory Anne Plata
Associate Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel.
Twitter: @glory_anne
Events List for
THE BARTENDER'S TALE
Publicity Tour

Lake Forest Park, WA
Tuesday, August 21, 7:00 PM
Third Place Books
17171 Bothell Way, NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
206-366-3316

Edmonds, WA
Saturday, August 25, 12:00 PM
Edmonds Bookshop
111 5th Avenue South
Edmonds, WA 98020
425-775-2789

Bainbridge Island, WA
Thursday, August 30, 7:30 PM
Eagle Harbor Book Co.
157 Winslow Way East
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
206-842-5332

Kirkland, WA
Thursday, September 6, 7:00 PM
Parkplace Books
348 Parkplace Center
Kirkland, WA 98033
425-828-6546

Seattle, WA
Monday, September 10, 7:00 PM
Seattle Public Library – Downtown
1000 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
206-386-4650

Sponsored by: Elliott Bay Book Company, 206-903-1601
Portland, OR
Friday, September 14, 7:30 PM
Powell’s City of Books
1005 W. Burnside
Portland, OR 97209
503-228-4651

Lake Oswego, OR
Saturday, September 15, 12:30 PM
Grahams Books & Stationary
460 2nd Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
503-636-5676

Spokane, WA
Tuesday, September 18, 7:00 PM
Auntie’s Bookstore
402 West Main Avenue
Spokane, WA 99201
509-838-0206

Seattle, WA
Thursday, September 20, 7:00 PM
University Book Store
4326 University Way N.E.
Seattle, WA 98105
206-634-3400

Bellingham, WA
Friday, September 28, 7:00 PM
Village Books
1200 Eleventh Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
360-671-2626

Missoula, MT
Saturday, October 6, 11:00 AM
Fact & Fiction
220 N. Higgins
Missoula, MT 59802
406-721-2881

Helena, MT
Monday, October 8, 12:00 PM
Montana Book Company
331 N Last Chance Gulch
Helena, Montana 59601
406-443-0260

Bozeman, MT
Tuesday, October 9, 12:00 PM
Country Bookshelf
28 West Main
Bozeman, MT 59715
406-587-0166
Hi Ivan - So glad you're happy about PW. Jordan's email address is jordan.foster13@gmail.com.

Thanks for sending all of this information regarding your trip to Montana! It all sounds good, and I'll make sure to touch base with Fact and Fiction and with Country Bookshelf to confirm your event details. Car rental is no problem! One of our sales reps has been in touch with Kat Imhoff regarding the 100 books for the Nature Conservancy event, so that's all set.

I just heard back from both Auntie's and Montana Book Company, and we've confirmed your public events. You can add the below details to your website:

Spokane, WA
Tuesday, September 18, 7:00 PM
Auntie's Bookstore
402 West Main Avenue
Spokane, WA 99201
509-838-0206

Helena, MT
Tuesday, October 8, 12:00 PM
Montana Book Company
331 N Last Chance Gulch
Helena, Montana 59601
406-443-0260

All best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Associate Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel.
Twitter: @glory_anne

-----Original Message-----
From: carol doig [mailto:cddoig@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2012 4:29 PM
Events List for
THE BARTENDER’S TALE
Publicity Tour

Lake Forest Park, WA
Tuesday, August 21, 7:00 PM
Third Place Books
17171 Bothell Way, NE
Lake Forest Park, WA 98155
206-366-3316

Edmonds, WA
Saturday, August 25, 12:00 PM
Edmonds Bookshop
111 5th Avenue South
Edmonds, WA 98020
425-775-2789

Bainbridge Island, WA
Thursday, August 30, 7:30 PM
Eagle Harbor Book Co.
157 Winslow Way East
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110
206-842-5332

Kirkland, WA
Thursday, September 6, 7:00 PM
Parkplace Books
348 Parkplace Center
Kirkland, WA 98033
425-828-6546

Seattle, WA
Monday, September 10, 7:00 PM
Seattle Public Library – Downtown
1000 Fourth Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
206-386-4650

Sponsored by: Elliott Bay Book Company, 206-903-1601
Portland, OR
Friday, September 14, 7:30 PM
Powell’s City of Books
1005 W. Burnside
Portland, OR 97209
503-228-4651

Lake Oswego, OR
Saturday, September 15, 12:30 PM
Grahams Books & Stationary
460 2nd Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
503-636-5676

Seattle, WA
Thursday, September 20, 7:00 PM
University Book Store
4326 University Way N.E.
Seattle, WA 98105
206-634-3400

Bellingham, WA
Friday, September 28, 7:00 PM
Village Books
1200 Eleventh Street
Bellingham, WA 98225
360-671-2626

Anacortes, WA
Saturday, September 29, 12:00 PM
Watermark Book Co.
612 Commercial Ave
Anacortes, WA 98221
360-293-4277
Glory, good morning--Now I am fully Lifetime Achievement(ed), with a classy glass-like freestanding award saying so, and the event went fine, my remarks well received etc. Good booksigning afterward, and the B&N community relations person Danielle seemed really pleased; I signed up a bunch of stock for them as well. So, that was all fine, and thanks for including Carol in the occasion. Today I'll check with Eileen o the U Book Store about timing--she's taking us to dinner!--and we'll launch from there.

Nifty mention by Mary Ann Gwinn in yesterday's Seattle Times, too.

Best,
Ivan

p.s. OK, you beat me by minutes, your New Media message here before I could get this sent. Looks like good stuff. As to pix, I'll be emailing thanks to the Willamette prez Jenny and will ask her if they can pass along what their photog took.

On Aug 1, 2014, at 7:34 AM, Plata, Glory wrote:

Hi Ivan and Carol – Happy (muggy) Friday! I touched base with the Willamette folks yesterday to see if they needed anything else from the Riverhead mother ship, but of course they are all set from top to bottom for your visit. Below once again is your travel itinerary for the weekend. If you run into any travel issues, feel free to call the Penguin Random House travel desk. Their phone number (888-233-4001) and access code (4JUC) is pasted to the top of your schedule. Or you can always call me on my cell phone (917-723-6586) and I can smooth things out for you.

Have a wonderful time, and enjoy your big win!

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)

<Ivan Doig Portland schedule.doc>
Hi Ivan – How was the Willamette Writers awards ceremony? I hope you had a great time, and if there are any photos you can share please do send them our way! I also wanted to share some new media that popped up ahead of tomorrow’s paperback release:

Seattle Times – Willamette Writers Lifetime Achievement Award mention & full tour events listing

The Bismarck Tribune – review (“Butte and the larger Montana will surely yield more stories from Doig’s rich imagination. He has always provided an entertaining and informative reading experience for this reader, and I'll be waiting for the next one.”)

MyEdmondsNews.com – paperback release mention

And just a reminder below of your first event at University Bookstore tomorrow. They're excited to host you!

Best,
Glory

TUESDAY, AUGUST 5th – SEATTLE

6:45 PM Arrival
7:00 PM Event
Talk/Q&A/Signing

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
4326 University Way NE, Seattle, WA 98105
Contact: Eileen Harte, 206-633-6443 DIRECT

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY. 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)
SATURDAY, AUGUST 2nd – PORTLAND

8:45 AM—A Music Express car (Tel: 212-736-5405 / Confirmation #: 723517) will pick you up at your home at this time to take you to the airport.

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2051
11:00 AM Depart SEA
11:50 AM Arrive PDX
E-ticket Locator# Ivan: 0277458797014
Reservation Code Ivan: IOAGUK
E-ticket Locator# Carol: 0277458797015
Reservation Code Carol: GGTAZB

NOTE: Salli Slaughter and George Mason (tel#: 503-310-1290) will drive you around Portland throughout your stay.

HOTEL: DOUBLETREE BY HILTON
1000 NE Multnomah St., Portland, OR 97232
Phone #: 503-281-6111
Confirmation #: 84430852
1 night stay

6:30 PM  WILLAMETTE WRITERS AWARDS GALA
Contacts: Salli Slaughter, 503-310-1290
        Jenny Schrader, 503-305-6729

You are being awarded the Lifetime Achievement Award at this gala, which will take place within The DoubleTree Hotel. Please plan to speak for 5-10 minute when you accept the award. A signing will take place afterward.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 3rd – TRAVEL DAY

FLIGHT: ALASKA AIRLINES 2172
9:30 AM Depart PDX
10:20 AM Arrive SEA
E-ticket Locator# Ivan: 0277458797014
Reservation Code Ivan: IOAGUK
E-ticket Locator# Carol: 0277458797015
Reservation Code Carol: GGTAZB

NOTE: A Music Express driver (Tel: 212-736-5405 / Confirmation #: 724251) will meet you in baggage claim with a sign to drive you back home.
Hi Ivan and Carol – Happy (muggy) Friday! I touched base with the Willamette folks yesterday to see if they needed anything else from the Riverhead mother ship, but of course they are all set from top to bottom for your visit. Below once again is your travel itinerary for the weekend. If you run into any travel issues, feel free to call the Penguin Random House travel desk. Their phone number (888-233-4001) and access code (41UC) is pasted to the top of your schedule. Or you can always call me on my cell phone (917-723-6586) and I can smooth things out for you.

Have a wonderful time, and enjoy your big win!

Best,
Glory

Glory Anne Plata
Publicist | Riverhead Books
375 Hudson Street, 4th Fl
New York, NY 10014
212-366-2575 Tel. / @glory_anne
Friend: https://www.facebook.com/RiverheadBooks
Follow @riverheadbooks (Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, Pinterest)